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Abstract

The research addresses rhythmic cohesion challenges small-scale chamber music

ensembles face, particularly when interpreting avant-garde scores which comprise of

a complex rhythmic make-up. Often left to manage these concerns intuitively,

performers tend to rely on approximate, self-constructed rehearsal strategies for

familiarisation and to overcome problematic scenarios. As part of the artistic research

doctoral project, this thesis examined the process of rehearsing and performing the

Sonatine for Flute and Piano by Pierre Boulez via case-study, with particular

emphasis given to the ensemble cohesion of a flute and piano duo; consisting of the

author, Jonathan James Beresford Henderson (flute) and Carlos Sanchis Aguirre

(piano). Taking a performer-as-researcher approach, I aimed to better understand

which preparatory measures could lead more reassured, confident ensemble

performances. After an initial performer analysis, potentially challenging scenarios

were addressed with rehearsal strategies, formulated by a combination of notated

intuitive decision making and existing rehearsal tactics, sourced from performance-

study literature. The resulting strategies were incorporated into the rehearsal period, in

preparation for two public performances of the Sonatine. The study concluded with a

reflection on the rehearsal process which observed strategy impact, and a discussion

focusing on the value of strategies in a performance context. The results indicate that

rehearsal strategies had a positive impact on the overall artistic quality of the

performances. Combining strategies was the most effective solution. The strategies

could not eradicate all obstacles and challenges; rather, they helped to minimise them.

The success of our ensemble's performance outcome was attributed to the breadth of

strategies employed during the rehearsal period, interlaced with key strategies

engaged during performances.
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Introduction

Situation and research problem

The small-scale chamber music ensemble is faced with numerous obstacles in avant-

garde compositions comprising of a complex rhythmic (make-up)1. In order to address

these concerns, much additional rehearsal time is needed. However, accurate rhythmic

unification is a concern not only confined to the rehearsal room. It can occur in all 

stages of preparing for a performance, be it in the first reading of a work, throughout 

the rehearsal process or even on the concert hall stage. 

Based on my experience as a performer, the demands of alternating the subdivision of 

a rhythmic figure or alternating meter necessitates a degree of separate, active 

attention from the performer; a special layer of musical thinking. Arthur Weisberg, 

American bassoonist, conductor, composer and author, reiterates this demand in 

connection with unfamiliar or complex rhythm: 

It is always necessary to keep the speed of the common unit (in the case of 5/8, the 
eighth note) in mind […] musicians must develop an inner way of counting, one that 
wastes as little energy as possible. The counting must be silent and internal (Weisberg
1993: 5).

When the meter remains the same but the subdivision changes (for example from 

3+2+3, to a pattern of 2+2+3) this requires additional attention in order for the 

performer to adjust to the new pattern. Performers are often required to adjust their 

“common unit” to the written meter. In terms of rhythm alone, avant-garde 

compositions can often requires the small ensemble to juggle all these inner-

adjustments in order to negotiate the changing material, as well as to maintain 

ensemble cohesion. Add to this a composer’s use of polyrhythms, an atonal treatment 

of pitches and highly detailed dynamic and articulation markings, and the 

overwhelming demands which avant-garde music can place on the performer is 

evident.

1 It is self evident that avant-garde compositions also pose numerous challenges for larger ensembles 
and orchestras as well, not only the small-scale chamber music group. However, the small ensemble—
that is, a duo or trio combination—is the concentration of my research topic.
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Whilst as a professional musician I felt adequately prepared to make confident artistic

choices when approaching these works, I have found my methods for solving 

ensemble cohesion issues to be somewhat improvised, amateurish and inadequate thus

far.

This may be attributed to the fact that throughout our education as performance 

majors, the primary objectives of training when rehearsing and performing in a small 

ensemble configuration were artistic interpretation tied with instrumental technique. 

Cohesion related issues were simply not identified, nor were the tactics to solve them. 

In my experience, be it with a class repetiteur or chamber music partner, learning how

to play rhythmically synonymously in an ensemble was a learned but intuitive skill. I 

was seldom encouraged to make my own analysis of a complex work in the 

preparatory stages of ensemble rehearsals. 

This kind of foresight in preparing rhythmically demanding chamber music works is, 

in my opinion, largely missing in our performer’s education
2
. American composer 

Charles Wuorinen empathises with this very predicament and in 1964, stated:

All this can be evaporated with the realisation that new music is in fact not so difficult

to perform as people think, that the problems experienced by performers in dealing 

with it are the result of their having been trained in a tradition of no relevance to its 

performance requirements. (Wuorinen 1964: 10).

Unfortunately, five decades later, I find myself sharing Wuorinen’s frustrations. 

Outside the circle of new music specialists, performers are often left to manage these 

concerns intuitively, relying on approximate, self-constructed rehearsal strategies. 

These include repeating material for familiarity or a ‘try until it just worked’ approach

in order to formulate solutions and reach our desired performance standard.

In an era where a lack of time resources has become a defining aspect of our work 

abilities and habits, valuable rehearsal time is wasted ‘sorting out the nuts and bolts’.

2 I acknowledge there are a variety of chamber-music oriented performance degrees offered by music 

conservatories. However, I wish to emphasise that students who major in instrumental performance 
should not be deprived of, nor obliged to undertake a secondary study specialising in chamber music in
order to learn the essential skills to participate in chamber music, and to enter the industry with 
essential know-how, intricacies and required skills.
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Our preparation could be better spent on interpretation and expression, with less 

emphasis placed on practicalities. I turn, this could allow more time and freedom to 

better convey our artistic choices and the composer’s musical intentions. Whilst it is 

without doubt that based on experience and expertise, contemporary music players 

have acquired the appropriate skills to combat these scores without hesitation, I 

believe this repertoire should not be limited to those specialists. Instead, it is my wish 

that a broader community of musicians could have access to and be attracted by these 

works, rather than avoiding the repertoire out of intimidation. 

In order to be both artistically and practically equipped to perform challenging avant-

garde repertoire, performers are in need of literature that can well assist in dissolving 

obstacles interfering with the interpretation of complex music of this nature. To first 

identify the most difficult, conflicting places and address them directly could make for

more efficient rehearsals, and ultimately a satisfying performance experience.

Objectives

As part of the artistic research doctoral project, this study aims to address the 

following key research question: what are the most effective rehearsal strategies to 

ensure a successful performance of the Sonatine for Flute and Piano by Pierre 

Boulez?

By incorporating performer-established strategies in my flute-piano duo’s rehearsal 

preparation, I investigated the impact these have on performing the Sonatine by Pierre

Boulez. By trialling an alternative approach, the research attempts to illustrate and 

measure to which extent these preparatory measures can ensure a confident 

performance, with particular emphasis given to the ensemble cohesion between my 

flute and piano duo.

During the rehearsal and performance stages, I outlined my thoughts and experiences 

from the perspective of an interpreter; thus, this is a documentation of my musical 

process and our experience. It was my intention to provide a comprehensive 

observation of these issues. I aimed to develop rehearsal strategies that could benefit 
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the performer, to minimise risk and to champion the performance of this and similar 

works for future performances. Some further questions which I hope to address 

through my research are as follows: 

• To what extent can obstacles for the ensemble cohesion be successfully 

identified and overcome?

• Will solving difficult passages early in the rehearsal period have an impact on 

rehearsal productivity?

• In which manner can pre-defined rehearsal strategies be effectively utilised 

during the rehearsal process?

• Will rehearsal strategies have an impact on the success and quality of the 

performance?

• Does the time frame for preparation influence the need for rehearsal 

strategies?

• In which manner can the success of a performance of the Sonatine be 

measured?

I incorporated Hill's view (quoted after Bravo et al 2015: 76), in which score study 

facilitates a liberation of musicality and to ensure musical goals are prioritised over 

technical constraints. From my experience, an instrumentalist wishing to interpret the  

Sonatine would not benefit, in a practical sense, from analyses which detail the 

complexities of Boulez's opposition between quasi-thematic motifs, athematic uses of 

rhythmic cells or prime and inverted serial tables. Instead, a simplified analysis in the 

context of performance goals was seen as far more relevant and beneficial in 

providing the performer with clear directives. In line with this approach, Sophie 

Cherrier—flutist of the Ensemble Intercontemporaine—shares her thoughts on how 

she approaches analysis in the Sonatine from a performer’s perspective:

I am not an avid theoretical analyst, but this does not impede my understanding of a 
work’s construction. For example, in the Sonatine, it is easy to see the twelve-tone 
row presented in the Rapide section. But I believe a good performer is not necessarily
a good analyst, and a good analyst is not necessarily a good performer” (Cherrier; 
Perlove 1998: 49).
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Cherrier’s sentiments resonate with my own approach in adopting the role of analyst. 

That is, I exercised my speculations via score analysis purely in the context of a 

performer, in order to benefit other performers. The very crux of my research focus is 

aptly summarised in the near-satirical headline of an article by Chris Pasles published 

in the Los Angeles Times, which reports “Musicians tackling Boulez's technically 

demanding music struggle simply to rehearse a piece from beginning to end” (2003, 

accessed September 30, 2016).

Through this research I hope to better understand what kinds of preparatory measures 

can lead to a more reassured and confident ensemble performance. In the process I 

hoped to discover original solutions to problems which pertain specifically to the 

Sonatine, but also to those applicable to other chamber music works in a more general

sense. I hoped for the results to indicate two things. Firstly, to provide a clear 

understanding of which elements help to ascertain a secure performance, and secondly

that significant, positive improvements can be achieved by applying strategies 

throughout the rehearsal process. 

For the purpose of this study, all rehearsal strategies being developed are aimed at 

problems which occur in relation to my flute-piano duo. However, I aim to appeal my 

findings to a broader variety of small ensembles, a different solo instrument duo with 

piano, a piano duo or similar instrumental combination.

Research Methods

Ensemble

The term ‘ensemble’ is used herein to refer to the instrumentation of the Boulez 

Sonatine - my flute and piano duo. This ensemble consists of Carlos Sanchis Aguirre 

(piano) and the author, Jonathan James Beresford Henderson (flute). The term 

‘ensemble cohesion’ refers to the communication, synthesis and contact between the 

flute and piano duo. In the context of the Boulez Sonatine, two instrumentalists are 

required to contribute in an equal way. This modifies the more traditional roles of the 

flute-piano duo, in which a solo voice with accompaniment scenario is generally more
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common3. Consequently both ensemble members must take into account the activity 

of the other player in an equal way. The research is lead by the author—Jonathan 

Henderson. Thus, the account is from my individual perspective. However, in the final

stages of the research, the commentaries and suggestions of my ensemble partner are 

incorporated where appropriate.

Materials

For all rehearsals and performances, we played from the 1954 Paris: Éditions 

Amphion publication of the Pierre Boulez Sonatine for flute and piano as the primary 

source. A fair copy manuscript (1946) of the Sonatine is referenced for the purpose of 

developing rehearsal strategies. This source is located in the Music Department of the 

Bibliothèque Nationale de France. All the re-notated passages in my rehearsal 

strategies, as well as the notations of the 1946 fair copy manuscript were created 

using Finale Music Notation Software Version 2012.rc2 for Macintosh.

I listened to a variety of published recordings of the Sonatine for familiarisation 

purposes, for tempi suggestions as well as to aid the development of rehearsal 

strategies. The recordings I used for reference were of Severino Gazzelloni and David 

Tudor (2006), Phillipe Bernold and Alexandre Tharaud (2001) Patrick Gallois and 

Lydia Wong (2005), Pierre-Laurent Aimard, and Sophie Cherrier (2006) and a video 

of Sophie Cherrier and Sébastien Vichard published on YouTube (2016). It should be 

noted that among the variety of recordings listed, the Cherrier/Aimard 2006 recording

was closest to my own interpretation goals and therefore the one I referred to the most

frequently. Carlos primarily used the video of Cherrier and Vichard as a recording of 

the Sonatine for reference.

Preparation

We prepared our parts individually with the understanding and intent that the 

individual player arrives at the ensemble rehearsals fully prepared, having studied the 

score and practiced our own relevant parts well. The research only concerns issues 

addressed in the ensemble rehearsals and does not account for challenges which may 

arise in an individual practice environment.

3 This generalisation excludes repertoire of the late 20th century to the present day.
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Terminology:

The term ‘m.’ followed by a measure number as is subsequently use throughout this 

document is an abbreviation of the word ‘measure’, indicating a single measure of the

Sonatine. The term ‘mm.’ followed by a selection between two measure numbers is an

abbreviation of ‘multi-measure’, indicating a span of two or more measures. In the 

‘location’ column of the rehearsal chart the term 'EMTA' is an abbreviation of Eesti 

Muusika ja Teatriakadeemia (Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre); the term 

'HEM' is an abbreviation of Haute école de musique de Genève (Geneva University of

Music); and the term 'MM' is an abbreviation of Mustpeade Maja (House of the 

Blackheads, Tallinn).

Design and Procedure

The research design takes place across a three-tiered timeline, in five research stages, 

as illustrated in Table 1.

Stage 1: Performer score analysis

A performer’s analysis of the work was conducted, which aimed to firstly identify the 

types of musical material in the score and also highlight potential difficulties my 

ensemble would encounter. The aim of the analysis was to increase musical 

understanding of the piece (Bravo et al 2015: 69), looking for structural information 

that would aid interpretation (Bravo et al 2015: 76) and to better define the difficulties

at hand. This performer analysis aligns closely with the “realisation and interpretation 

aims” of Bravo et al (2015: 76), in which concerns of "spotting difficult passages, 

addressing technical, balance, or coordination issues, and looking for details or 

structural information that would aid interpretation" are included in the analysis. 

These problems were a documentation of my reaction to the score and its potential 

challenges for the ensemble, before having played the piece myself or experiencing 

any rehearsals with piano. In addition to the primary research aims, I took this 

opportunity to investigate all possible problems, and to separate and identify real 

problems from those there were merely pre-conceived. This procedure allowed a 

conscious investigation into intuitive problem solving. If a problem was no longer 

relevant or a strategy did not work, we omitted it.
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Table 1. Research methodology design.

Initially, an exhaustive list of scenarios were outlined which described all musical 

situations present in the Sonatine. Looking to the instruments of the ensemble and 

their use in the Sonatine, many definable situations are present, however not all are 

problematic. In order to bring focus to the research, scenarios which did not directly 

relate to or potentially threaten ensemble cohesion were omitted.

Although my speculations generally include a combination of numerous problems 

which help define a scenario as challenging, my use of examples and categorisation is
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simply a way to identify the cohesion related challenges in the preliminary stages of 

preparation. The three categories in this stage relate to performance issues and are 

metaphorical in description. In this process I attempted to define the difference 

between a problem of which the source is tangible such as notated material in the 

score, and something intangible which is experienced by the performer. A total of 

eight scenarios were identified and arranged in to the following three categories:

• Meter

• Rhythmic ambiguity

• The ‘rhythmic canon’

Stage 2: Propose rehearsal strategies

In response to the body of problematic scenarios, potential rehearsal were formed by 

looking to existing literature for solutions as well as a documentation of the methods I

have previously utilised in my own preparation of rhythmically challenging scores. 

Without being too connected to literature in the preliminary stages, I hoped this might 

have allowed for some new discoveries. 

Some rehearsal strategies are common, necessary strategies and are not particularly 

original concepts. The aim here was to notate all strategies I imagined would be 

potentially employed in the rehearsal process pertaining to our score-learning process.

These were formulated by a combination of my intuitive decision making and existing

rehearsal tactics sourced from performance-study literature. Interviews were 

conducted with two members4 of the Ensemble Intercontemporaine, to investigate 

strategies specifically linked with the case study work. A total of nineteen rehearsal 

strategies were proposed, arranged in to the following three categories:

• Preliminary ensemble strategies 

• Aiding and reinforcing ensemble cohesion

• Re-notation solutions

Stage 3: Rehearsal documentation and analysis

The rehearsal period spanned across four months, from the first time I met with 

Carlos Sanchis Aguirre to rehearse the Sonatine together, to the final rehearsal before 

performance. All rehearsals of the Sonatine were video-recorded.

4 Flutist Emmanuelle Ophèle, and pianist Sébastien Vichard.
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Stage 4: Performances documentation of the Pierre Boulez Sonatine

Our ensemble gave two public performances of the Boulez Sonatine. Both were video

recorded; the first as part of my flute performance exam in the Grande Salle of the 

Haute école de musique de Genève in Switzerland and in my third doctoral recital 

held in the White Hall of the House of the Blackheads5 in Tallinn, Estonia.

Stage 5: Rehearsal observation and performance report

After these performances, the final stage of the research took place; formulating a 

report on the rehearsal process and two performances which aimed to further define 

the quality and success of the performances. I observed all the video material and 

made an audio commentary of our activities, our important discussions and results of 

the rehearsal activities in retrospective report. The recordings of my audio 

commentary were transcribed verbatim and I conducted a thematic analysis of the 

commentary, divided in to the following three content-based categories:

• Challenges encountered

• Strategies employed and their impact

• New strategies

I reported data from 18.1 hours of rehearsal footage across thirteen recorded sessions. 

Before the first performance, two additional sessions took place; the first a lesson with

my flute professor at the HEM, Jacques Zoon and the second a general rehearsal in 

the Grande Salle of the HEM. Both these sessions were not recorded because of a 

malfunction with the recording equipment. However, by this stage, the learning 

process was near completion and we were playing through the piece with a small 

audience to prepare for the first performance in Geneva.

Leading up to the second performance in Tallinn, a short rehearsal period took place 

across three days where the Sonatine was rehearsed amongst the rest of the recital 

repertoire. These rehearsals were not documented as they were devoted to 

maintenance practice, rather than exercising any problem-solving aims or developing 

our interpretation.

5 “Mustpeade Maja”.
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The Performance reflection is separated in to two categories, as follows:

• Performance Quality

• Strategies in a Performance Context

Timeline:

The process of speculating potential problematic scenarios was carried out over a 

period of thirteen months, beginning in September, 2014 and completed in October, 

2015. Forming and refining rehearsal strategies continued over a period of fifteen 

months from November, 2015 until the beginning of the rehearsal period in February, 

2017. The rehearsal and performance process was carried out over a time frame of 

approximately four months. 

An optimistic rehearsal plan was drafted in the preliminary research stage. Changes 

were made pertaining to our ensemble's individual schedules during the four month 

period, responding to the demands of the material and how we prioritised in the 

overall scheme of our preparation. It was necessary to stay flexible and allow plenty 

of time for unplanned activities. Eventually, our schedule permitted twenty rehearsals;

fourteen leading to the first performance and another six preparing for the second 

performance. A detailed rehearsal plan is included (see Appendix A). 

A single rehearsal ranged in duration from twenty minutes to 140 minutes. 

Maintenance rehearsals which occurred between performances in order to sustain the 

quality and familiarity towards the approaching performances were held and included 

all repertoire for the concert, not only the Sonatine. Both performances of the 

Sonatine, which lasted approximately thirteen minutes, were one work in a fifty-

minute recital. 

Therefore, the general rehearsal for the two concerts required more time to run the 

whole programme. For the purpose of this study I have only listed the amount of time 

in the general rehearsals allocated for playing the Sonatine and not for the entire 

concert programme. The content of the maintenance rehearsals was purposefully left 

unplanned to allow my ensemble to work on the most pertinent aspects at that time.
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Literature review

The current body of research that investigates individual musician's practicing 

methods is steadily growing, with leading studies by Chaffin et al (2009) and 

Miklaszewski (1989) that examines musicians preparing for performance, along with 

Hallam's observation of score-learning and interpretation (1995). Fast & Mishra 

(2015) limit their study to new music, exploring strategies of an orchestral musician 

preparing contemporary music for the first performance, where recorded material is 

not available to aid score study. Clark et al (2005) and Bayley (2011) utilise the string 

quartet as a model for investigation of the inner workings of small-scale chamber 

music ensembles. Particularly that of Clark et al expand their focus to observe how 

social interaction in a chamber music dynamic correlate to strategic rehearsal 

methods. Keller et al (2005) and Van den Toorn (1987) present strong theoretical 

observations of rhythm, with a focus on perception phenomenons. Studies that take a 

performer-as-researcher approach are less prevalent, however. 

Individual practice techniques of Haynes (2015a/b), Schick (1994) and Sulliman 

(2013, accessed January 30, 2017) informed my rehearsal strategy design. My 

understanding of performance considerations was enriched by artists who have 

discussed their learning and performing experience; key interviews include those with

Aimard (2015, accessed on October 4, 2016), Cherrier & Perlove (1998), Ophèle 

(interview August 17, 2016), Robison (2016, accessed on February 1, 2018) and 

Vichard (interview August 17, 2016), as well as multiple performer commentaries 

reported by Pasles (1992, accessed December 7, 2017).

Gärtner (2008/2016) provides a comprehensive analysis of the case-study work, the 

Sonatine for Flute and Piano by Pierre Boulez. In her thorough comparison of the 

original fair copy manuscript source of 1946 with the revised published edition of 

1954, Gärtner connects the Sonatine and René Liebowitz's Sonata for Flute and 

Piano (1944) in a comparative study. The revisions are examined in considerable 

detail and aptly displays Boulez's stylistic evolution through adaptation of serial 

techniques. An additional comparison is drawn between the Sonatine and Arnold 

Schoenberg's Chamber Symphony op. 9 (1906/1936), which Boulez openly 
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acknowledges as his model for the Sonatine's form. Gärtner's research established a 

fundamental basis for my performer analysis.

Boulez's Sonatine has also been the subject of study by Chang (1998), Peäske (2000) 

and Tiffany (1999). Chang's examination is analytical in nature and provides an 

analysis of the Sonatine in relation to the composer's revolutionary twelve-tone 

practice. Tiffany pairs her analytical overview with performance considerations, 

which, along with those practicalities proposed by Peäske, are general in nature. 

Whilst the title of our theses may appear similar, the approaches to examining 

rehearsal strategies and performance considerations are fundamentally different. 

None of the above-mentioned sources provide substantial rehearsal strategies to 

overcome inherent challenges present in avant-garde scores, which comprise of a 

complex rhythmic make-up. Instead, the volume of theoretical analyses far outweigh 

any practical suggestions provided, which are less comprehensive. In my opinion, 

they fail to critically examine core ensemble cohesion issues or potential rehearsal 

strategies beyond standard procedures.

Structure

Chapter one presents the Sonatine for Flute and Piano by Pierre Boulez as the case-

study work, outlining the reasons for choosing this piece as a model for testing and 

developing rehearsal strategies. A personal account of my earliest encounter with the 

work, observing a chamber music class, followed by my own private score study and 

listening to recordings is outlined. A brief discussion is opened regarding inherent 

challenges of overcoming difficulties in Boulez's music. This is followed by a look to 

performer insights on the motivation and benefits of performing Boulez's music. 

Chapter one concludes by addressing the value of interpretive choices in Boulez's 

music, investigating to what degree a performer is permitted individual interpretation 

within this genre.

Chapter two presents scenarios in the work that I speculated to be problematic, 

outlining the results of research Stage 1: Performer score analysis.
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Chapter three presents rehearsal strategies, all of which were formulated in order to 

address problematic scenarios, outlining the results of research Stage 2: Propose 

rehearsal strategies. At the end of chapter three, a short discussion aims to address 

ethical concerns relating to the use of re-notation as a rehearsal strategy. 

Chapter four provides a report on the ensemble rehearsals, aiming to verify my 

speculations of problematic scenarios, as well as identifying any unforeseen problems 

that arose. The effectiveness of all rehearsal strategies was observed, outlining new 

strategies which emerged during the rehearsal process. The impact these had on our 

performance is discussed. This chapter reflects the results of research Stage 3: 

Rehearsal documentation and analysis.

In chapter five, the two performances of the Sonatine are discussed, addressing 

problematic scenarios in a performance context. Validity of the rehearsal strategies 

and their impact on our performances is outlined. Research Stage 5: Rehearsal and 

performance report is reported across chapters four and five.

A conclusive discussion highlights the outcome of applying these research methods to

our rehearsal process, as well as aiming to grasp the overall performance outcome. 

Finally, limitations of the research are identified and the potential for further research 

is discussed.

The original research plan was to categorise my process with an organised, 

chronological approach, directly addressing problematic scenarios with strategies, and

following with the report of their impact on the rehearsals and performance. My 

understanding changed throughout the process however, and it became apparent that a

problem–strategy–results sequence was optimistic yet impractical in terms of 

representing my process. 

Particularly during the rehearsal period, it became clear that one problem demanded 

the application of various strategies at one time; the situation was more complex than 

I had anticipated. Thus, the rehearsal strategies do not directly respond to or correlate 

with an individual problem in a chronological line. Rather, the structure of my thesis 

reflects three groups of information in response to one another—problems, strategies 

and results. 
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The strategies were developed as a web of tactics, intended to address the highlighted 

problems. Similarly, the results are a general discussion of the overall impact; they do 

not always identify the impact that an individual strategy had on targeting a single 

problem.

Three appendixes are provided which compliment the research text:

• Appendix A. Rehearsal schedule

• Appendix B. En éclaboussures re-notation score

• Appendix C. Rehearsal strategy catalogue
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Chapter 1. The Sonatine for Flute and Piano by Pierre Boulez

This chapter presents the Sonatine by Pierre Boulez as the central work in a single 

case-study, outlining the reasons for choosing this work as a model for testing and 

developing rehearsal strategies targeting the improvement of ensemble cohesion.

1.1 Introduction to the Sonatine

A staple of the 20th century flute repertoire lays among the first catalogue of Pierre 

Boulez, who identifies his Sonatine for flute and piano as the work that defined his 

revolutionary compositional style. “I was, for the first time, pretty much sure of my 

vocabulary” (Gärtner 2008: 149), he reported in conversation with Sylvie de Nussac 

in 1983. The work—a notable constituent of the avant-garde chamber music catalogue

—is a continuous, one-movement composition which contains a “slow introduction 

and four distinct movements” (Gärtner 2016: 33), modelled on the interconnected 

structure of Schoenberg’s Chamber Symphony op. 9 (Griffiths 1981: 22). 

Composed at the end of his studies in early 1946, at age 21, the Sonatine marks a 

significant turning point in the composer’s compositional style in which he 

experimented with a “total serialism” (Carroll 2017, accessed November 6, 2017). 

That is, in this period, Boulez borrowed from Schoenberg’s dodecaphonic technique 

and applied it not only to the organisation of pitches, but to other musical elements 

such as rhythm, dynamics and articulations (Carroll 2017, accessed November 6, 

2017). This revelational serial ordering of all musical parameters bears the influence 

of one of Boulez’s teachers, Olivier Messiaen; more specifically, Messiaen’s Mode de

valeurs et d’intensités—a study for piano which is “acknowledged by everyone as a 

seminal work in the history of serialism […] a prototype of pointillistic style” 

(Maconie 2012: 177); the result of which, according to music critic Alex Ross, is “a 

music in constant flux” (2007: 395). There is a resounding familiarity between 

Messiaen's study and Boulez's Sonatine – both works are linked by their assimilation 

of pointilistic turbulence.
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The thirteen-minute Sonatine embodies a remarkably violent intensity, which as 

Griffiths remarks, is accounted for by Boulez’s “aesthetic for annihilation […] a need 

to demolish what had gone before” (1981: 29). The Sonatine and other works of this 

period, including the Sonata No. 1 for piano (1946), are stamped “violence is the 

leitmotif” by Ross (2007: 394), who adds that in this work “Boulez’s rage exploded 

into sound” (2007: 393). The same proclamations are equally applicable to the 

Sonatine which, too, embodies “smatterings of pointillistic detail which [gave] way to

jabbing, crashing, keyboard-spanning gestures” (2007: 393).

As was the case with Boulez’s early works, the Sonatine did not come into 

recognition until years later, once printing of his scores began in the early 1950’s 

(Griffiths 1981: 33).  Although Structures Book I for two pianos (1952) is heralded as 

Boulez’s “serialist masterpiece” (Maconie 2012: 156), the Sonatine is acknowledged 

as his unofficial ‘Opus 1’; a title bestowed through significant developments in his 

musical language. The Sonatine stands as a culmination of influences from Boulez’s 

early tuition and his apprenticeship which it so vehemently represents (Gärtner 2016: 

25).

The work remains an extremely challenging ensemble piece and is notorious among 

flutists and pianists alike for its utter complexity, pushing the technical limitations of 

both instrumentalists to the extreme in true Boulezian fashion. As Peter F. Stacey so 

aptly identifies: 

A composer who has a stated preference for work that resists easy comprehension can
admire the poetry of Mallarmé for its 'density of texture' and 'obscurity of language' is
not likely to present the world with music that can be easily digested and quickly 
explained […] his music is difficult, his language can be densely textured and obscure
(Stacey 1987: vii–viii).

Every bar of the Boulez Sonatine appears to contain an unpredictable challenge, “a 

deep question mark” (Aimard, interview 2015, accessed on October 4, 2016). The 

Sonatine is both texturally and rhythmically elaborate, requiring great virtuosity and 

concrete rhythmic synthesis between the instrumental performers. American flute 

soloist Paula Robison, who delayed attempting to conquer the Sonatine until her mid-

seventies, recounts her initial apprehensions towards attempting the work in an 
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interview for The Flute Examiner, an online newsletter. At the time Robison's piano 

partner Paavali Jumppanen proposed they play the Sonatine, to which she responded:

‘Never, please, no!’. I said this because during my whole life, I had gone back and 
forth, deciding to play the Sonatine and then putting it carefully back on the shelf 
because it was so terrifying […] for me, his gestures, and the way his music spoke to 
me, I found it daunting. Technically, the Sonatine was so challenging that I kept 
putting the music away (Robison, interview 2016, accessed on February 1, 2018).

Boulez famously refers to his early compositional style as embodying an “organised 

delirium” (1968, reported by Grifiths, Paul; Hopkins, G.W 2007, accessed November 

8, 2017). Gärtner observes a “controlled spontaneity” (2008: 296) and Griffiths a 

“violence of expression” (Griffiths 1981: 22). Some have openly criticised his early 

writing style of Boulez as “forbidding and academic, full of jagged asperity and 

rhythms (Carroll 2017, accessed November 6, 2017) or more poetically accounted as 

a “rapid sequence of jabbing gestures, like the squigglings of a seismograph” (Ross 

2000: 95). Numerous performers – Sophie Cherrier (Cherrier; Perlove 1998: 44), 

Gloria Cheng and Martin Chalifour (reported by Pasles 2003, accessed September 30, 

2016) – have attested to the demands Boulez’s music places on the performer. 

Indeed, the Sonatine presents numerous ensemble and interpretive difficulties; 

technically demanding figurations, constant fluctuation of meter, an atonal treatment 

of pitches, complex three-part counterpoint and a sophisticated rhythmic approach. As

described by Paul Griffiths, “the piano part [of the Sonatine] does not provide 

complimentary support […] nor is it related to the flute by contrapuntal engineering” 

(1981: 23). Consequently, the work is seldom performed and somewhat scarcely 

recorded in comparison with other works of the era, only braved by those ambitious 

enough to attempt its taming. 

Boulez approached France’s most prominent flute soloist at the time, Jean-Pierre 

Rampal, to perform and advocate the Sonatine. The composer’s new work was 

cautiously sent back by Rampal with request for a revision. Of this encounter with 

Boulez, Rampal later stated that the music was “extremely difficult to decipher, there 

were no measure bars or any other helpful signs” (Rampal 1989: 117–118). For him, 

there was little appeal to decipher such a “difficult modern work” (Rampal 1989: 
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117–118). The rejection would eventually prompt Boulez to select a new type of 

notation which he revised in 1949, and in doing so consequently struck the original 

dedication to the flutist from the back of the manuscript’s cover page (Gärtner 2016: 

33).

A decade after Boulez's initial conception, the Sonatine received it’s premiere at the 

tenth International Ferienkurse für Neue Musik in Darmstdadt on July 15, 1956 by 

Italian flautist Severino Gazzelloni with the American pianist David Tudor. Luciano 

Berio, who sat in the audience at the premiere, recalls that he was “attracted to the 

Flute Sonatina right away” and according to Tudor, “many composers were very 

jealous of Boulez on that day” (Peyser 2008: 190). The new work was so successfully 

received that Gazzelloni and Tudor were implored to perform it twice (Peyser 2008: 

190). 

From a historical perspective, the Sonatine is not a contemporary work. Composed 

seventy-two years ago, it is a 20th century composition. Yet it carries a powerful, 

modern spirit which rings true in the present day. This is a testament to the strength 

and integrity of the piece, to the Boulez’s ingenuity, and an ever-present controversy 

of remarkable endurance.

1.2 The Sonatine as a case study

Appreciating the Sonatine’s originality and Boulez's intricate and methodical 

construction, as well as the potential development performers can gain through the 

learning process are unfortunately both overshadowed by the stigma of its 

intimidation. This is a great pity, considering the Sonatine is widely considered “a 

respected cornerstone of the flute-piano repertoire” (Mcgregor 2012: 10–11). I first 

heard Pierre Boulez’s Sonatine in 2011 when I was a second-semester master’s 

student at the Hochschule für Musik Freiburg, in the class of Swiss flutist Professor 

Felix Renggli. One of Renggli’s advanced-studies students was preparing the piece for

her Abschlusskonzert6, together with our class accompanist.

6 “Final exam recital”.
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I observed two lessons where the student played the Sonatine for Professor Renggli. 

Our class accompanist, Professor Michael Baumann, was an exceptional pianist. The 

flutist was also highly capable; one of the most advanced students in our class. She 

was very well prepared, with her thirty-one page score brilliantly manicured to fit on 

large black cardboard sheets in order to alleviate page turns. I was informed she had 

only rehearsed the Sonatine with the pianist once or twice before the lesson.

In the first lesson I observed, I was astonished at their performance. The pianist’s 

fingers flew across the keyboard, punching out the dissonant, thorny and angular 

rumbles and jabs, as if the notes were computer-programmed into his fingers. The 

flutist acrobatically leaped from low notes to high, in a relentless, exhaustive stream 

of jaunty staccato figures. 

It was a remarkable experience to witness a piece which demanded such automation 

of execution and full integration of the musical material by the performers. They 

attempted to perform the work from beginning to end, however this was not possible. 

Often needing to stop completely during most of the Tempo Scherzando passages, 

they lost ensemble coordination and fell out of rhythmic alignment. 

I observed the same problems in the second lesson the following week, without much 

improvement and to the great frustration of the ensemble players. At this point I had 

to wonder; if these two exceptional musicians, highly capable and well prepared, were

faced with such difficulties when simply attempting to play the work through from 

beginning to end in the rehearsal room, to what length would it take to prepare a more

confident performance of the Sonatine for the concert hall stage?

Some years later, when researching potential repertoire for an upcoming recital of 

French flute music, the Sonatine came to mind. Trying to follow the score was quite 

challenging when listening to a recording of flutist Sophie Cherrier and Pierre-

Laurent Aimard (Warner Classics 2005). It was sometimes impossible to keep up with

the amount of information presented. I found it difficult to keep track of the rhythmic 

structures and to follow the interaction between instruments, especially in the Tempo 

Scherzando passages. 

At the end of hearing the work I was left bewildered, my mind left in a state of 
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concurrent overload and emptiness. My experience as a listener at that stage has since 

been echoed by Christopher Carroll of the New York Review of Books, who in 2017 

reported “to a listener encountering it for the first time it is still music that can be 

disorienting—as Boulez intended it” (accessed November 6, 2017).

It took me several attempts listening to the piece—at least seven or eight—before I 

was able to gain a vague sense of familiarity with Boulez’s musical language and to 

begin to comprehend the score. Despite these challenges, it was this resistance of 

understanding which fuelled an immediate attraction to the work. 

My curiosity had been ignited. The Sonatine had made the most significant musical 

impact on me of any serialist composition I had previously encountered. Compared 

with the majority of the flute-piano repertoire, the Sonatine is extreme in every aspect.

When I discovered it, there was an element which I felt was out of my capabilities, 

even though at that stage, I felt I already had a reasonable grasp of modern music. 

When I viewed the score, I could not see an immediate connection between taking the

score from first sight through to the performance stage. I had the impression that a 

piece was outside my capabilities, which was confronting. So I asked myself: how 

could I overcome this uncertainty? It made me want to 'scratch the surface' and 

discover what skills and knowledge I lacked. 

I was seduced by its cosmic sonorities and extravagant textures, filled with "rhythmic 

colouration" (Boulez 1968: 141). It somehow retained the charming, radiance of 

colours I was familiar with from other 20th century French works for flute. It possessed

the textural complexity and mysterious, strange harmonies which resonated like 

Olivier Messiaen's Le merle noir (1951); there was a delicacy and richly cultivated 

sonority and lyricism, a great sensitivity similar to both the Sonatine of Henri 

Dutilleux (1943) and Pierre Sancan (1946); on the other hand, the rhythmical 

language struck me as something primal, sharp and aggressive. The intensity and raw 

aggression of the final Tempo Scherzando incited a savageness, somehow evoking the 

crude primitivity of Igor Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du Printemps (1912).

Unlike other key avant-garde works for small chamber ensemble, such as Arnold 

Schönberg's Pierrot Lunaire (1912) or Boulez's Le Marteau sans maître (1953/1955)
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—arguably Boulez’s paramount work of the fifties—the Sonatine is to be played 

without conductor. Based on the complexity of the musical material and plethora of 

potential challenges performers face, I deemed the Sonatine an appropriately 

substantial piece with which to anticipate, develop, test and qualify rehearsal 

strategies to improve ensemble cohesion via my flute-piano duo. 

The score provided ample material for our ensemble to conduct a detailed contextual 

analysis, limited only to the boundaries of the selection of one piece of music which 

inspired rehearsal strategies. The process of speculation and formulating rehearsal 

strategies which stem from the score fulfils the criteria for a case study. By carefully 

studying the work through the proposed research design, my ensemble could 

investigate a real-life situation: the rehearsal and performance of an avant-garde 

chamber music work.

1.3 The matter of interpretation

Above all, my aim was to overcome the challenges faced within the Sonatine score 

and allow our ensemble’s musical interpretation to drive the performance. Through 

developing and trialling rehearsal strategies, I hoped to aid the alleviation of as many 

technical obstacles as possible allowing for a freer, less restricted interpretation. In 

order to respect the composer’s musical intentions—and all the inherent traits which 

assisted us to represent the  expressive characteristics of the piece such as sonority, 

timbre, articulation style, tempo, rubato, timing, phrasing, dynamics etc—we as 

performers have a duty to respect how widely our artistic brush stroke may spread. 

Where do the boundaries of personal interpretive license lay in Boulez’s music? I felt 

it crucial to consult Boulez’s documented opinions on this matter to inform us, 

particularly concerning music written in such precise detail.

When asked directly in 2003 if there is room for personal interpretation in his music, 

Boulez responded “interpretation is really a gesture on the frame” (Pasles 2003, 

accessed September 30, 2016). The composer acknowledged a certain amount of 

freedom is present in his music. It stems from the “impossible to be written down”, 
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falling outside the capabilities of notation. According to Boulez, even his carefully 

notated scores allow for a certain amount of freedom, as long as the basis of this 

flexibility rests on his framework (Pasles 2003, accessed September 30, 2016). In 

addition to this insight, Sebastien Vichard—pianist of the Ensemble 

Intercontemporaine—who worked closely with Boulez, recounts the composer’s 

preference to avoid an overly romantic approach:

In his opinion, romantic phrasing and human thoughts about the music were the way 
to lose the poetry […] the very poetry of the matter of sounds. It is not [without] 
feelings at all, it's not that, but the feelings you can get with music is beyond just what
you want to express right now […] It's a very demanding sentiment (Vichard, 
interview August 17, 2016).

It appears from these accounts that Boulez was in favour of performer freedom, 

within limits. Vichard, having performed much of Boulez's post 1990 music, is 

familiar with the composer's system of performer freedom. The introduction and inner

slow 'movements' of the Sonatine comprise of improvisatory gestures. Although the 

rhythm is precisely notated, Vichard expresses that performers should play it at least 

once in strict tempo, then material can be performed freely, as indicated—Très 

Librement (Vichard, interview August 17, 2016). As highlighted by Gärtner, the 

arpeggio figures “erupt, evoking with the indication ‘scintillant’ the piano style of 

Claude Debussy” (2016: 45). A high degree of fluidity is necessary when interpreting 

these passages; one could even go so far as to imagine them without bar-lines.

As for the Tempo scherzando movements, I speculated whether there was any room 

for personal interpretation and if so, in what capacity could this be achieved? 

According to Cheng, “interpretation starts happening the minute the performer lays 

his or her hands on a piece” (Pasles 2003, accessed September 30, 2016). Cheng adds 

that in Boulez's meticulously notated scores, a performer will bring their own “natural

touch, concept of sound, physical technique and life experience to the piece" (Pasles 

2003, accessed September 30, 2016). On the contrary, Gärtner speculates that the 

second Tempo scherzando from mm. 222–295 “leaves the interpreters virtually no 

freedom at all” (Gärtner 2016: 47). Perhaps this is where our ensemble must draw a 

fine line; preserving the musical poetry through our refined, natural touch, but with 

romantic sentiments in check.
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In his early essays, Boulez expressed his admiration for Webern’s innovative 

treatment of rhythm, in order to make us “forget the squareness” (Boulez 1968: 64). 

“Syncopation, counter-rhythms, accents on weak beats and the weakening of strong 

beats” (1968: 64) are all tools adapted by Boulez to his Sonatine; aspects which 

certainly allow us to do just that. Ideally, the Sonatine score—saturated in detail as it 

is—certainly provides the performers ample means to lead the listener down a very 

un-square musical path. Nevertheless, what limitations do the performer face in order 

to execute Boulez’s crooked, angular score, without some regularity at hand to allow 

us to uphold the basic framework?
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Chapter 2. Speculation of Problematic Scenarios

This chapter presents seven scenarios which, before playing, I speculated would be 

problematic in performing Sonatine. This process investigated the extent obstacles to 

the ensemble cohesion could be successfully identified through the process of 

performer-analysis; score study conducted away from the instrument. In this case, the 

theoretical score analysis relates to structural aspects such as rhythm and meter and 

investigates their effect on rhythmic ambiguity and tempo. The principals which form 

the basis of my application of the performer’s analysis align with the “stages and 

purpose of the performer analysis”, correlating to “coordination issues” as outlined by

Bravo et al (2015: 75).

2.1 Meter

Performance issues deriving from meter as a primary musical element were 

addressed. Through the following scenarios which relate directly to structural aspects, 

I searched to understand how the complexity of tangible musical material could 

potentially affect an ensemble’s functionality. Management of the constantly changing

meter in the Sonatine was identified as a challenging situation, as well as when 

performers are required to alternate their rhythmic subdivision unit within it.

Changing Meter

Particularly in the Tempo Scherzando passages, an ensemble faces a high frequency of

changing meter, occurring in almost every bar. Experienced performers of 20th century

music and beyond will be no stranger to negotiating frequent meter changes. This 

scenario is not particularly unique to the Sonatine, however there are additional 

factors which I anticipated would add greater difficulty.

Firstly, the tempo is very fast. The relentless changes of meter occur in passages with 

the tempo indication Tempo Scherzando, Rapide and Très Rapide. Secondly, the 

subdivision within each measure also fluctuates and appears customised to each 
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measure. There are occasional short passages which maintain a consecutive meter, 

however these also tend to alternate in subdivision. I felt it illustrative to highlight the 

few chains of consecutive meter that occur in the Sonatine, considering they occur so 

infrequently. There are a maximum of seven consecutive bars of the same meter 

throughout the work.

Measure range Meter Subdivision

mm. 26–28 three bars of 7/16 2+2+3
mm. 146–148 three bars of 2/8 

mm. 162–166 five bars of 7/16
3+2+2 for two measures
2+3+2 for two measures
3+2+2 for one measure

mm. 174–176 three bars of 5/16
3+2 for one measure
2+3 for two measures

mm. 180–182 three bars of 5/16 3+2, 2+3, 3+2
mm. 224–226 three bars of 5/16 2+3, 3+2, 2+3
mm. 228–230 three bars of 5/16 2+3, 3+2, 2+3

mm. 285–291 seven bars of 5/16
3+2, 2+3, 3+2, 2+3, 3+2, 
2+3, 3+2

mm. 303–306 four bars of 4/16 
mm. 309–312 four bars of 4/16
mm. 317–319 three bars of 4/16
mm. 323–325 three bars of 4/16
mm. 340–342 three bars of 2/8
mm. 379–382 four bars of 3/8

mm. 402–406 five bars of 5/16
2+3 for one measure
3+2 for four measures

mm. 409–412 four bars of 4/16
mm. 477–479 three bars of 4/16

Table 2. Bars of consecutive meter identified in the Tempo Scherzando passages of 
the Pierre Boulez Sonatine for Flute and Piano (1954).

There is one series of seven bars in a consecutive meter, two series of five bars in a 

consecutive meter, four series of four bars in a consecutive meter, and ten series of 

three bars in a consecutive meter. Out of the total 510 bars, just sixty-two are in 

consecutive meter – approximately eight percent. 

Irregular Reference for Subdivision

The ensemble face a constant alternation of internal rhythmical thinking as a result of 

the changing meter and shifting subdivision patterns in the Sonatine. In addition to the
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alternation of triads and dyads amongst the sixteenth-note division, it was anticipated 

that performers would be required to alternate their basic unit between eighth and 

sixteenth note values, prompted by changing meter. Looking to m. 32 (see Figure 1.), 

an array of eighth note and sixteenth-note based time signatures can be observed. 

From mm. 32–34, I anticipated an ensemble could confidently subdivide using the 

eighth note for stability. In m. 35, I speculated that performers would need to 

suddenly change their subdivision to a sixteenth note. Directly following this passage,

a similar scenario occurs from mm. 36–28; a meter pattern of a 2/8 measure, followed

by a 4/8 measure and a 3/16 measure.

Figure 1. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 32–38. Example of Irregular Reference 
for Subdivision scenario.
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2.2 Rhythmic ambiguity

Cohesion was seen to be threatened when an ensemble's rhythmic perception is 

potentially affected. Whilst I acknowledge rhythmic ambiguity may have been 

employed by Boulez to distort the listener's sense of pulse, and to avoid ‘squareness’, 

these scenarios were seen to be potentially difficult for an ensemble to negotiate. Four

different scenarios have been identified in this category. Here, the problem concerns 

perception of rhythm, specifically stemming from the use of polyrhythm and 

syncopation, as well as rhythmically non-defined gestures such as piano glissandi and 

falsely implied downbeats.

Polyrhythms

By looking to a single measure as a structural element, it is possible to divide 

Boulez’s use of polyrhythms in to two classes within the context of performer 

concerns. A polyrhythm, also named a cross-rhythm or more broadly as “rhythmic-

conflict”, is defined as "the simultaneous combination of contrasting rhythms in a 

musical composition––which may occur within a single metre (e.g., two eighth notes 

against triplet eighths)” (Gaurav; Yamini, accessed January 19, 2018). The ensemble 

cohesion directly following a polyrhythmic event was seen as potentially impacted. If 

a point of contact occurrs immediately afterwards, there was seen to be less risk of 

disturbing cohesion. In the event of poor ensemble cohesion, it was thought an 

ensemble could benefit by quickly recovering in the next bar or identified mutual 

point of contact.

Polyrhythm class one: I identified the first class as the starting point begins on the 

downbeat of a measure; an example of which can be seen in Figure 2. The flute part 

presents a 5:4 polyrhythm in eighth-note values, equal to the total value of one 

measure in the 4/8 time signature. There were two primary concerns in this case; the 

accurate execution of the polyrhythm in the context of an established tempo and a 

specific time signature, as well as negotiating the precise interaction of our ensemble 

players, particularly between the rational and irrational rhythms.
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Polyrhythm class two: The second class can be identified when the starting point of a 

polyrhythm occurs on a weak or syncopated beat. An example of this can be seen in 

m. 66 (Figure 3). In this case, there are no additional points of contact or rhythmic 

alignment between parts and thus, I anticipated that an ensemble would not receive 

any reinforcement from a mutual downbeat. Aside from the numerous challenges 

thought to pertain to the performance of these two classes of polyrhythmic scenarios, 

the superimposition of these rhythms was seen to promote further complexity in the 

score.

Figure 2. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) m. 37. Example of Polyrhythm class one.

In the Sonatine, two possible combinations are utilised; class one polyrhythm layered 

with class one and class one combined with class two.

Figure 3. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) m. 66. Example of Polyrhythm class two.
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a) Polyrhythmic superimposition: class one + class one

The length of a single measure acts as a structural boundary for the layered 

polyrhythms, given that both last one full measure in duration. In this case an 

ensemble was not only afforded the advantage of a mutual departure-point on the 

downbeat, but could immediately adjust the ensemble cohesion if necessary in the 

following measure. 

The class one + class one superimposition occurs twice in the Sonatine. The first 

example can be observed in m. 378. The departure-point of both players is identical, 

occurring on the downbeat. The second example occurs in mm. 510, the final measure

of the work (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954), m. 378. Example of a) Polyrhythmic 
superimposition: class one + class one scenario.

There are two occasions where in a superimposition of class one + class one, one 

polyrhythm has a value less than the total value of the measure, whilst the other lasts 

one measure in duration. There are two occasions in the Sonatine when this scenario 

occurs (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954). Example of Scenario c) Polyrhythmic 
superimposition: class one + class one. a) m. 124, b) m. 139.

b) Polyrhythmic Superimposition: class one + class two

Both polyrhythms have a value less than the total value of the measure. The ensemble 

are required to negotiate displaced polyrhythms, differing in departure points, amidst 

a changing metric pattern. Examples can be observed in Figure 6. Consequently, there

is a more complex interaction between voices. Extreme rhythmic ambiguity and a 

greater intricacy of texture are present. This scenario contains the most developed 

treatment of polyrhythms in the piece, mostly occurring in the passages marked en 

éclaboussures.
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Table 3. Measures of Scenario b) Polyrhythmic superimposition: class one + class 
two, where both polyrhythms have a value less than the total value of the measure.
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Figure 6. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954). Example of Scenario b) Polyrhythmic 
superimposition: class one + class two. a) m. 40, b) m. 48, c) m. 66, d) m. 73–75, e) 
m. 119, f) m. 144.

Sense of Pulse

When a motivic cell has its own inherent rhythmic or metric implications, the listener 

and performer's perception of the true meter are potentially affected. As a result a 

polymetric structure is implied outside the notated meter. When notes are accentuated 
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with dynamics, registral displacement or articulation gives particular emphasis to 

them and can imply a false pulse. If the accentuated note occurs in a metrically weak 

part of the bar, for example just after the downbeat, at the end of the bar or on a note 

belonging to a polyrhythm, this was seen to pose a challenge for the ensemble contact.

This scenario occurs most frequently in the Tempo Scherzando passages and is largely

a result of the frequent appearance and variation of a distinctive ‘birdsong motif’ (see 

Figure 7); a clear influence from Messiaen’s Vingt regards sur l’Enfant-Jésus (2008: 

180).

Similarities in melodic line, articulation and dynamics prevail (2016: 46), an influence

which neatly coincides with a young Boulez’s arrival at the Paris Conservatoire at the 

time Messiaen was completing the work (Griffiths 1981: 21).

Figure 7. Olivier Messiaen Vingt regards sur l’Enfant-Jésus pour piano (1947), VIII 

Regard des hauters, mm. 2–3. ‘Birdsong motif’.

The eighth-note—part of the “iambic triad” (Gärtner 2016: 46) in the various 

permutations of this rhythmic motif—carries with it an implication of an accent and a 

strong beat. Thus the sixteenth-notes preceding and following are less defining. In the 

Sonatine, the Messiaen-like rhythmic motif is woven intricately in the texture and 

utilised across all parts of the varying meters (see Figure 8). The result is an elaborate 

web of contrasting rhythmic motifs. Of the Sonatine’s 510 measures, 284 consist of 

the Tempo Scherzando material; occupying over half of the work. 

I observed no discernible hierarchy between flute and piano material in the these 

passages, and beat perception was anticipated to be nearly impossible for the listener 

to discern. Short motivic cells are as quick to arrive as they are to disappear within 
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complex metric structures. The individual player must not be lured by the rhythmic 

gravity pertaining to the motivic cell, consequently affecting their own rhythmic 

stability.

Figure 8. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 282–290. Example of the canonic 

treatment of the ‘birdsong motif’ utilised in the Sonatine’s Tempo Scherzando.

Transitions Between Tempi

These contrasts range from passages which are considerably high in energy, at a fast 

Rapide tempo and with rhythmically complex and texturally elaborate material, to a 

neighbouring passage with a slow Très modéré, presque lent, Plus large tempo with 

sustained lyrical notes and softer dynamics. There are four distinct occasions where 

the ensemble is required to make these sudden changes.

As a performer I wish to emphasise the challenges involved in executing abrupt 

changes of tempo and character. In terms of tempo changes, it is certainly easier to 

gradually increase momentum towards a faster tempo rather than to suddenly play 

slowly and more calmly after a demanding, high-energy passage.
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Transitions occur between mm. 32 Rapide and the previous Très Librement, Lent 

section, between mm. 140 Peu à peu scherzando and the previous Très modéré, 

presque lent section and between mm. 220 Alourdi, revenir rapidement à Tempo 

Scherzando and the previous Très large section.

Piano Glissandi

There are four glissando gestures in the piano part of the Sonatine which were of 

concern. Although these are notated across a specified duration, the glissandi are not 

particularly rhythmic in nature and resemble a more fluid, free gesture. I expected the 

challenge here for an ensemble is to re-establishing contact directly after the 

glissando.

Figure 9. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954). Example of Scenario 7) Piano glissandi.
a) mm. 115–116, b) mm. 184–185, c) mm. 193–194, d) mm. 200–201.
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2.3 The ‘rhythmic canon’

En éclaboussures

Boulez constructed an intricate contrapuntal texture by layering and repeating three 

uneven rhythmic lines (Gärtner 2016: 47). Each independent line is comprised of 

multiple combinations of rhythmic cells featuring a ternary rhythmic figure in both 

forward and retrograde setting. A similar “cellular conception of rhythm” (Griffiths 

1981: 28) is employed by Boulez in the finale of the Second Piano Sonata (1947–48), 

in which “non-retrogradable rhythms”—a term attributed to Messiaen—are 

intertwined (Griffiths 1981:29). Described by Gärtner as the "rhythmic canon" (2008: 

225), this distinctive musical texture in the Sonatine is accompanied by an indication 

in the score: en éclaboussures, or "splashes" (1954:17).

First appearing at the end of Tempo Scherzando in a short, seven-measure phrase from

mm. 185–191, this passage functions as a transition to the following Très modéré 

presque lent tempo marking. The en éclaboussures material later reappears in a more 

continuous, three-part exposition across mm. 296–339, "the true rhythmic 

physiognomy" (Boulez 1954: 31) of which is included as an appendix to the published

score (see Figure 10). The first passage from mm. 185–191 for example, presents 

twelve successive superimpositions of these rhythmic lines which present a “complex,

quasi-symmetrical construction with voice exchanges” (Gärtner 2016: 47). 

In regards to the conceptualisation of a purely rhythmic canon, independent from any 

pitch relationships, Gärtner proposes that Boulez had examined Messiaen’s canon in 

Regard du Temps (2008: 267). As a continuation of Messiaen’s Mode de valeurs et 

d'intensités (1949), Boulez attempted a “perfect atonality” of rhythm, equal to that of 

his dodecaphonic methods (Boulez 1968: 71).

In Notes of an Apprenticeship, Boulez outlined that the rhythmic lines are not of equal

duration, they are intentionally designed to "push to the maximum the variations that 

can be extracted from this ternary variation" (1968: 67–68). As can be observed in 

Figure 11, the total value of each rhythmic line differs by one sixteenth-note. The first 

rhythmic line has a total of eleven sixteenth-notes, the second with a value of thirteen 

sixteenth-notes and the third lasting twelve sixteenth-notes. 
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Figure 10. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954). Appendix displaying the true physiognomy

of the rhythmic canon, of mm. 296–313.

A rhythmic canon based on the succession of the larger 3:2 irrational rhythmic cell 

alone—an eighth-note triplet equalling the value of a quarter-note—would easily 

align to a square beat pattern. By introducing the 'short-long' and 'long-short' rational  
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rhythmic cell to the value of three sixteenth-notes, this results in a totally individual 

subdivision pattern for each voice. These do not align, nor are they offset by any equal

beat subdivision. Boulez confirms that the individual rhythmic cell's "successive 

superimpositions do not exactly correspond" (Boulez 1968: 67–68). Thus, we were 

able to conclude that the rhythmic canon was designed independent of any pre-

determined meter and therefore does not and cannot affiliate with any one time-

signature.

Figure 11. Construction of the rhythmic canon used in Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) 
as illustrated by Boulez (1968: 67–68), reported by Gärtner (2008: 261).

This poses a problem for both composer and performer—how to then notate the canon

to facilitate its comprehensive, accurate execution? Based on the fair-copy manuscript

of the Sonatine (1946), Boulez initially allocated approximately one measure, 

unspecified in length, to accommodate each superimposition of the rhythmic lines. 

The irregular length of each line is evened out every measure, thanks to the occasional

addition of a sixteenth or eighth-note rest. 

At times, a new rhythmic line begins at the end of a measure or extends in to the 

following measure. At the beginning of each measure the three voices align 

rhythmically, which may suggest that frequency of rhythmic unification determined 

the measure size. Whilst Boulez’s organisational approach facilitates a unified meter 

and occasional points of rhythmic alignment, these are brief and would the ensemble 

to negotiate complex counterpoint within each measure. 
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Furthermore, additional editing of the measure structure can be seen marked in pencil 

on the fair-copy manuscript which according to Gärtner, took place in 1949 (2016: 

26). In this process Boulez divided one measure of the fair-copy manuscript into three

smaller measures of 4/16 and 5/16 time-signatures. These revisions resulted in the 

shorter measure structure of the en éclaboussures passage in the revised version 

(1954), a comparison with which the fair-copy manuscript version is illustrated in 

Figure 12. 

The most significant result of the revised re-barring process is the transformation of 

the irrational rhythmic cell into a subdivided, two-part rhythmic gesture. Whilst this 

re-organisation—essentially a notated subdivision of the rhythmic canon—allows the 

performers a more comprehensive understanding of the rhythmic relationship between

the three canonic lines, it does little to ease the challenges of the complex rhythmic 

interplay for the ensemble.
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Figure 12. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1946) fair-copy mm. 194–196 notation style 
compared to the revised (1954) version mm. 302–310.
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Syncopation

In certain situations where the meter and rhythm are changing or irregular, the 

ensemble is required to play in rhythmic unison after an empty or inaudible downbeat.

I imagined this may prove challenging, particularly when the syncopation contributes 

to rhythmic ambiguity, when the strong beats receive no articulation, or if there is no 

established regular pulse for an ensemble to lock on to in order to prepare the 

unarticulated syncopation.

The passage which occurs from mm. 185–191—a preemptive quote of the en 

éclaboussures material—displays the first of two different classes of syncopation 

found in the Sonatine, as can be viewed in Figure 13. 

Figure 13. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 185–191. Example of Syncopation 
scenario, with tied notes highlighted.

The first class of syncopation can be distinguished when an articulated note is tied 

across the bar line, and leaves the downbeat of the following bar unarticulated in 

either the flute or piano score. The second class of syncopation can be observed in the 
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more substantial en éclaboussures passage from mm. 296–337; the syncopation here 

presents the ensemble with a challenge when a sustained note is tied to an irrational 

rhythmic gesture, or vice-versa. In this case it is a triplet figure, frequently employed 

in all three voices, highlighted in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 296–303 from en éclaboussures. 
Example of Syncopation scenario, second class.

In this example the syncopation not only removes the audible impulse of the beat, it 

further distorts the pulse when connected to an irrational rhythm. The rhythmic pulse, 

albeit played out over an alternating metric pattern, is based on a continuation of 

sixteenth notes; as is instructed to us by Boulez who explicitly directs us to count in 

sixteenth-notes7 indicated in m. 296, m. 318 and. 329. When a 3:2 polyrhythm is then 

introduced and syncopated, this culminates in further rhythmic ambiguity. When the 

ensemble is reliant on the continuous sixteenth-note subdivision I previously 

speculated, any distortion of that regularity would challenge the ensemble cohesion 

significantly.

7 7 (Boulez1z95z4(:–9lz)e().l3z (Boulez 1954: 17–19).
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Even subdivided in the revised version, the irrational triplet cell remains the key 

obstacle. Within the new smaller metric design, the ensemble is left to interpret the 

syncopation of the rational rhythms against the irrational triplet, which often begins 

on an irregular subdivision of the meter, such as in m. 319. There are brief moments 

of ensemble alignment, consequential of the complex interplay between differing 

rhythmic cells. This is evident from the amount of tied and syncopated notes present, 

which appear more frequently due to the smaller measure structure. This level of fine 

subdivision was anticipated to be extremely challenging and nearly impossible to 

execute accurately at the required tempo.

2.4 Summary

After having established the base musical scenarios present in the Sonatine, it was 

found from my performer analysis that the majority of the potential concerns for the 

ensemble relate to the complexity of the musical material. This complexity is derived 

from both rhythmic and metric characteristics; metric challenges were expected to be 

caused by frequently changing meter, the meter structure and consequent subdivision, 

and predicted to affect concentration; meanwhile rhythmic challenges were expected 

to be caused by polyrhythms and syncopation, weakening of strong beats and 

accentuation of weak beats. 

Both rhythmic and metric challenges were flagged as potential obstacles for the 

ensemble's rhythmic perception, as were the majority of concerns relating to ensemble

communication, contact and synchronisation. Sometimes the potential challenges 

appeared to stem from one central issue, whilst others such as the en éclaboussures 

material derived from a combination of multiple scenarios.
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Chapter 3. Proposed Rehearsal Strategies

This chapter presents a total of fifteen rehearsal strategies, formulated in response to 

the problematic scenarios which arose from my performer’s analysis of the Sonatine. 

These evolved out of my own personal response to the score based on performer’s 

intuition, paired with the consolidation of tactics sourced from and inspired by the 

literature. The strategies were formulated purely in a theoretical environment, prior to 

the commencement of any individual practice sessions or ensemble rehearsals. Each 

rehearsal strategy was allocated to one of three categories: preliminary ensemble 

strategies, aiding and reinforcing ensemble cohesion and re-notation solutions.

3.1 Preliminary ensemble strategies

A list of four rehearsal strategies are outlined to provide preparatory measures to 

maximise rehearsal efficiency. The nature of these strategies encompasses practical, 

time-saving and organisational methods which attempted to define an ensemble’s 

approach to the score as early as possible in the rehearsal process. They encouraged 

the ensemble to determine leadership roles and promoted active musical thinking, to 

be incorporated in the early rehearsal stage.

Exclude Unaccompanied Material

By eliminating the unaccompanied passages for flute or piano from the early 

rehearsals, it was anticipated an ensemble could make the most efficient use of the 

rehearsal time. I conceived that players could begin to incorporate these later in the 

process to better understand the work’s greater narrative and longer phrasing lines.

Score layout

There are many occasions in the published score (1954 Paris: Éditions Amphion) 

where continuous playing of a passage is made impossible due to page-turns. 

Photocopying and re-organisation of the score to allow for an uninterrupted reading 

was seen as essential for rehearsal and performance facility. 
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Phrasing Considerations in the Early Rehearsal Stage

As flutist of the Ensemble Intercontemporaine Emmanuelle Ophèle revealed, one of 

the key strategies she used when preparing the Sonatine, following Pierre Boulez’s 

own advice, was to integrate the underlying musical phrases and gestures early on, in 

order to combat any problems concerning rhythm. When Ophèle explained that she 

“followed Pierre [Boulez]’s proposals about phrasing ‘one-two-three-four-five, one-

two-three, one-two’”8 (interview August 17, 2016), it occurred to me that the 

subdivision markings that Boulez notated in the central staff between the flute and 

piano serve a greater musical, interpretative purpose. They aid the performer to 

comprehend the composer’s musical thinking and are not merely a utilitarian means 

toward understanding the rhythmic composition of a measure. Ophèle provided 

further insight concerning this approach, which eventually inspired me to categorise 

her advice as a rehearsal strategy:

[…] to be more demanding in the second step […] with phrasing [and] dynamics […]
start with a slower tempo (singing) to really integrate slowly with the same dancing 
character which will become faster, but do it always with the phrasing proposed by 
Pierre [Boulez], marked above in ‘three-two’ or ‘two-three’ and play slow, very slow 
keeping that energy9 (Ophèle, interview August 17, 2016).

After having concentrated thoroughly on solving the work’s technical demands amidst

the research, I was concerned that I would neglect the importance of interpreting the 

work from a musically expressive standpoint. This aligned with one of my key 

research goals; to alleviate as many technical obstacles as possible to allow for a more

free, unrestricted interpretation.

Ensemble Role-hierarchy

The role-hierarchy of the two instruments progresses in a constant state of flux due to 

the interweaving texture of the Sonatine. Thus it was seen to be crucial for the 

8 “J’ai suivi les propositions de Pierre sur le phrasé “un-deux-trois-quatre-cinq, un-deux-trois, un-

deux” (Ophèle interview August 17, 2016).

9 “[…] D’être plus exigeante dans un 2ème temps […] sur le phrasé, sur les nuances […] donc 

reprendre un tempo lent (chanté) vraiment se l’approprier lent avec ce même caractère dansant qui 
sera plus rapide mais le faire avec toujours le phrase proposé par Pierre, marqué au dessus, “trois-

deux” ou “deux-trois” et jouer lentement très lentement en gardant cette energie” (Ophèle interview 
August 17, 2016).
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ensemble to establish an acute awareness of the exchange and shifts in voice 

hierarchy. I believe this has the potential to bring clarity to the dense, complex nature 

of the Sonatine’s intricate texture, and could ultimately improve our ensemble 

cohesion by identifying a dominant voice in the musical texture.

3.2 Aiding and reinforcing ensemble cohesion

Six rehearsal strategies were formulated to specifically address critical issues that I 

predicted would affect the stability of ensemble cohesion. These strategies were 

anticipated to increase awareness of obstacles deriving from the score and to provide 

a variety of detailed, customised strategies aimed to target specific cohesion-related 

challenges. The nature of these strategies targets rhythmic and metric based problems.

They encouraged the ensemble to establish rhythmic stability and to gain further 

comprehension of inter-textural relationships between players.

Under-tempo Work

In order for an ensemble to be able to integrate all demands of the score, both short 

and long passages in the Sonatine are workable at a slow tempo. In his blog ‘Lung 

Twister’, clarinet soloist and chamber musician Richard Haynes suggest that when 

preparing complex scores “rather than rushing in trying to find things that work at the 

tempo, perhaps there are some technical secrets that lie in taking it slowly first-up” 

(Haynes 2015a, accessed April 2, 2015). When asked in a personal interview about 

the most helpful strategies to overcome coordination difficulties specifically in the 

Sonatine, Ophèle also advocated slow practice as a valuable rehearsal strategy for the 

ensemble. 

Ophèle emphasised the importance of keeping the energy and conscious phrasing 

"marked above in ‘three-two or two-three’” when playing very slowly, always 

incorporating the proposed phrasing indicated by Boulez10 in under-tempo study. 

(Ophèle, interview August 17, 2016). This was an obvious step in order to integrate a 

difficult passage, not unlike the approach to learning a new score in individual 

practice.

10 "le faire avec toujours le phrasé proposé par Pierre, marqué au dessus, ‘trois-deux’ ou ’deux-trois’ 

et jouer lentement très lentement en gardant cette energie" (Ophèle interview August 17, 2016).
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Sulliman’s Fast Practice Technique

In his video demonstration on practice methodology titled ‘Developing Agility in 

Faster Passages’, Jason Sulliman—visiting professor of low brass at the University of 

North Alabama—proposes that musicians work less efficiently by only practicing 

difficult material under tempo then progressing to the final desired tempo by 

gradually increasing the speed (2013, accessed January 30, 2017). 

According to Sulliman, a musician’s technical control and reactive abilities differ 

greatly when a passage is played at a slower versus faster tempo. He uses an example 

scenario of a musician working on a technically demanding passage in the practice 

room; executing it successfully at a slower tempo is generally more easily achieved, 

however the results are diminished when played at full speed. 

In summary, after having shaped neurological pathways to successfully play a 

difficult passage slowly, performers must then re-train our technical approach in order

to meet the demands of playing at full speed. According to Sulliman, a musician's 

brain functions in a different way when playing the same musical passage in slower 

and faster tempi. He therefore proposes musicians should practice as close to tempo as

possible, in short bursts, then gradually adding more material before or after the 

starting point. (Sulliman 2013, accessed January 30, 2017). 

The following three variations of the fast practice technique explain how I anticipated 

Sullivan’s individual practicing concept could be implemented in to ensemble 

rehearsals:

• Forwards Chaining; set the metronome to the final goal tempo. Choose one 

beat or one short measure as a starting point. Repeat the short selection of the 

passage a tempo, aiming for precision and good cohesion between players 

until the execution is satisfactory. Include more material from the difficult 

passage after the first isolated selection. Complete the process by gradually 

incorporating more material until the entire difficult passage is being practiced

at the final goal tempo. An example of how I had proposed the ensemble could

rehearse in this manner is provided in Figure 15.
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• Backwards Chaining; the same process as 'Forwards Chaining', starting from 

the end of a passage and gradually adding more material prior to it.

• Problem Chaining; set the metronome to the final goal tempo. Isolate a short 

excerpt of a difficult passage, alternate adding material before and after the 

passage, effectively growing the surrounding material around the most 

problematic part.

If good cohesion can not be achieved at the final tempo, lower the metronome 

marking until this can be played well. This becomes the maximum tempo for now. 

Another possibility is to set the metronome to check the tempo then play the exercise 

without it.

Figure 15. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 162–164. Three rehearsal steps, 
exercising the Forwards Chaining variation of Sulliman’s Fast Practice Technique.
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Voice Isolation

I anticipated that reducing the polyphonic activity to two independent lines could give

much needed clarity to the complex, dense musical texture in the Sonatine. This could

allow for a better understanding of the work’s rhythmic intricacies. Through this 

simplification process, a valuable awareness of the intricacies of the polyphonic 

relationship between voices could be raised and in turn, help the ensemble make clear 

strategic decisions. As an additional observation, I felt it necessary for performers to 

become familiar with the texture created from combined left and right hand piano 

activity, treating this combination as one texture.

I proposed this approach could be executed in two different variations: 

The first excludes the piano right-hand stave, executing the passage with the flute and 

piano left-hand staves alone, as illustrated in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 164–170 with the piano score’s right-
hand notes excluded.
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The second then excludes the piano left-hand stave, executing the same passage with 

the flute and piano right-hand staves alone, as illustrated in Figure 17. As the flute is a

monophonic instrument and the aim was to improve cohesion between players, the 

flute would always be the first consistent line in each variation of the exercise.

Figure 17. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 164–170 with the left hand notes of 
the piano score excluded.

Meeting-tones

Overwhelmed at first by amount of information in the score, my first instinct was to 

mark where the ensemble meets, or where both instruments share the same rhythmic 

impulses. I went through the entire score, drawing connecting lines between the flute 

and piano to see how frequently the individual parts align. An example of this 

exercise can be viewed in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 32–49 Rapide. Meeting-tones marked.
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a) Isolating Meeting-tones

I anticipated that isolating and emphasising the points of contact would allow the 

material in between to be more flexible, which might result in more freedom for an 

ensemble and ensure secure ensemble cohesion in performance. I suspected it would 

allow players to integrate passages much faster by reinforcing the structural basis of 

the score and thus reiterating which notes were needed to play together.

An example of how I conceived an ensemble could apply this strategy to rehearse 

mm. 32–52 can be seen in Figure 19. In practice, the actual notation of this passage as

presented is unnecessary; here it is merely provided for demonstration. It is pertinent 

to observe the composer's indication in m. 34, where he indicates to “carefully 

reinforce the notes-in-common with the flute part”11 (Boulez 1954: 2). Thus, the 

importance of understanding where the flute and piano meet in a rhythmical sense is 

increased.

11 “renforcer avec soin les notes communes avec la partie de flûte” (Boulez 1954: 2).
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Figure 19. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) re-notation of mm. 32–52 to isolate meeting
tones.
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b) Secure points of contact after ambiguous rhythm

By looking to the material directly after a difficult polyrhythm or syncopation, I 

imagined there might be a possibility of establishing a mutually acknowledged 

meeting-tone for the ensemble. This plan would potentially give players a tactic which

could provide an anchoring point when faced with a challenging rhythmic scenario.

Figure 20. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 316–321. Meeting tones marked in 

red.

For example, after the point of contact on the second sixteenth-note of mm. 316, the 

ensemble is required to play totally independent rhythms for three bars without any 

rhythmic alignment, as can be observed in Figure 20. This same writing style 

continues through mm. 320–338, offering very few points of contact. Meeting points 

occur on weak beats, amidst a frequently changing time signature. Between mm. 316–

338, there are only two secure points of contact which could be relied upon as safety 

points among the rhythmically-ambiguous  surrounding material.
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Figure 21. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 320–332, identification of a 

substantial meeting tone following ambiguous rhythm.

As demonstrated in Figure 21, the first secure meeting point occurs in m. 329. After 

numerous measures of ambiguous rhythm, at last the flute and piano unite in a unison 

sixteenth-note eighth-note (short-long) gesture. This figure is considered reliable for a

number of reasons. This bar is one of the climactic points of this passage. Marked 

fortissisimo, there are accents on both notes which allow the ensemble to reinforce the

rhythm in a marcato style. This gesture is a response to the same rhythm anticipated 

one bar earlier in the piano part, thereby establishing a somewhat momentary 
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regularity of pulse. By hand-marking the meeting tones onto the score, the meeting 

tones are beamed together across the flute and piano systems, as a form of visual 

reinforcement.

‘Play-Out’ Cues

By highlighting small individual gestures, the ensemble creates concrete references. 

This goes beyond the meeting-tone strategy and looks to highlight small, recognisable

musical phrases to aid navigation. The total serial construction of pitches eradicates 

any traditional western harmonic progressions or melodic gestures which the 

ensemble could rely on for navigation or familiarisation. Instead, the only material 

with which players could confidently orient themselves among the cacophony of an 

undulating, pointillistic texture, is to potentially grasp any significant rhythmic, 

intervallic or registral gestures which emerge out of the texture; however even these 

discernible gestures are brief and irregular. Therefore, when a gesture in the flute or 

piano score is recognisable, it was anticipated that the ensemble should try to identify 

and mutually agree to listen out for it. This would require emphasis of the gesture, 

through dynamic reinforcement, articulation or balance.

This strategy was inspired by an interview conducted with Sebastien Vichard. When 

asked what specific challenges he met when starting to prepare the Sonatine with his 

duo partner, flutist Sophie Cherrier, Vichard explained “there is a great risk to lose 

contact” (Vichard, interview August 17, 2016). He also stated that it was important “to

have a secure point right after” those passages in which contact is easily lost (Vichard,

interview August 17, 2016). To combat this challenge, Vichard and Cherrier employed

the 'play out cues' strategy: “Sophie […] knows very well the piano part and she has 

her own references. She asked me to play sometimes a little more from some parts, I 

have to adapt” (Vichard, interview August 17, 2016).

From Vichard’s explanation I understood how valuable a tool this approach could be. 

It potentially required the ensemble to discuss these cues together and agree to listen 

out for those moments. Which material is most appropriate to be brought to the 

foreground will depend on the taste of the individual performers. As an example of 

how an ensemble could potentially use this strategy, Figure 22 shows three potential 

reference cues which the pianist could bring to the foreground of the texture.
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Figure 22. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 434–441 with three potential reference
cues in the piano score circled.

Three ideal gestures for the pianist to observe in the flute part can be found between 

mm. 259–279, as illustrated in Figure 23. These three reference cues which occur in 

mm. 268, 276 and 279 were predicted to be easily audible for the pianist and could 

therefore be relied upon as navigational sign-posts.

For the Sonatine, I envisioned that players would need to rely on this strategy 

regularly, particularly throughout the Tempo Scherzando passages. It could provide a 

series of navigational ‘sign-posts’, aiding the ensemble to remain aligned for the 

duration of the challenging passages. I anticipated a cross-section of reference cues in 

both the flute and piano scores would be beneficial. Ideally, a constant fluctuation of 

significant gestures could be identified, providing a continuous row of beacons for the

ensemble to securely adhere to.
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Figure 23. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 268–279 with three potential reference

cues in the flute score circled.

Least-common Multiple Method

When faced with a demanding polyrhythmic scenario, I propose the ensemble to 

calculate the precise mathematical interaction between the two rhythms. To do this, a 

graph can be constructed by multiplying the smallest common multiple of both 

polyrhythmic values. This total number would form the structure of the graph. The 

smaller valued polyrhythm is marked on the graph, spaced evenly by the value of the 

larger rhythm. Similarly, the larger polyrhythm would then be overlaid onto the graph,

evenly spaced by the value of the smaller polyrhythm. The result is a mathematically 

precise, visual representation of the relationship between two rhythms of varying 
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division. From this graph, the ensemble could then practice the passage slowly, 

ensuring the precise interaction between lines was executed as accurately as possible.

To demonstrate this strategy I chose m. 37 in the Sonatine, as shown in Figure 24. By 

halving the five eighth-notes in the flute part to ten sixteenth-notes, the sixteenth-note 

then becomes the common value between the two rhythmic figures. This leaves a 10:8

polyrhythm. After finding the common value, it is then a matter of mathematically 

calculating the relationship between ten sixteenth-notes over eight sixteenth-notes. 

Ten multiplied by eight equals eighty. As Schick suggests, the least common multiple 

can further refine the grid to a point that “produces more easily countable 

subdivisions” (Schick 1994: 138). In this case, eighty can be optimised and forty 

becomes the number of markers necessary to form as the basis of the graph.

Figure 24. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) m. 37.

Firstly the flute quintuplet can be superimposed on the top line of the graph. 

Remembering that it was necessary to assimilate the value of both lines to sixteenth-

notes, ten indicator marks spaced four markers apart on the forty-mark graph will 

represent the flute's irrational rhythm. Similarly, placing eight indicator marks on the 

bottom line of the graph, spaced five indicator marks apart represents the piano 

rhythm, as demonstrated in its first stage in Figure 25.

In my experience I have found it unnecessary to count and mark the exact numerical 

position each note holds on the graph when conducting this exercise for my own 

personal polyrhythm solving as a visual representation is sufficient for better 

understanding how to interpret the rhythm. However, after viewing the meticulous 
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examples provided by Schick (1994: pp. 139, 143, 146), I could see that this 

procedure, albeit slightly tedious, provides a deeper understanding of the 

polyrhythmic relationship.

Figure 25. 10:8 polyrhythm visualisation chart in the first stage for Pierre Boulez 
Sonatine (1954) m. 37.

Based on the dots distributed on the graph, the flute line can be beamed together in 

eighth-notes and the piano line in sixteenth-notes. Allowing space for the respective 

rests found in m. 37, the exact benefits of this exercise come to fruition. 

By referring to the graph in Figure 26 the ensemble could observe an exact 

mathematical representation of the polyrhythm. This information12 could then be 

applied in the rehearsal room, in order to simplify and strengthen the approach toward

better ensemble cohesion. In this example, the quasi-alignment of my penultimate E-

flat on no. 25 and the piano’s final sixteenth-note E-natural falling on no. 26 is an 

important observation. When played a tempo, these notes will sound precisely 

together at the end of the figure in the piano.

12 The first sixteenth-note B-natural in the piano part can be seen to fall on the subdivision between 
the flute's first and second notes (C-sharp and D-natural). The third note in the piano, an A-natural, 
before the flute’s third note, an A-flat, as is apparent from the close value each note holds on the graph
—the piano at no. 16 and flute at no. 17.
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Figure 26. Polyrhythm visualisation chart in the second stage for Pierre Boulez 
Sonatine (1954) m. 37.

After having observed the precise way in which the two rhythmic lines interact, the 

ensemble will then advance when practicing this passage, placing our own moving 

parts in the appropriate timing, with clear goals and a better sculpted understanding of

the rhythmic intricacies. The benefits of this approach were evident when there is a 

more complex layering of irrational rhythms employed, such as in m. 139 (Figure 27).

Figure 27. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) m. 139.

It was intended that this exercise would also aid in clarifying the relationship between 

polyphonic rhythmic lines by confirming the visual representation of the proportional 

relationship, which can often be misleading in some publications. As Schick 
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emphasises, in the performance environment “human ears would judge the 

performance, so human ears should guide the learning process” (1994: 141), therefore

I hoped this information would serve the ensemble cohesion when the passage is 

performed a tempo, in context of the whole phrase or section.

3.3 Re-notation solutions

Five different approaches were determined towards re-imagining the score layout in 

order to solve cohesion related challenges. These strategies were determined to 

encourage the ensemble to investigate re-interpretation of the notation format of 

rhythmic and metric material and to question the possible effect notation style has on 

both ensemble cohesion and interpretation.

This group of strategies highlights the potential implementation of large-scale beat 

identification and possible re-organisation of beat subdivisions, as well as remedying 

potentially problematic syncopation issues. The acknowledgement of metric patterns, 

including frequency of varying meter combinations, was encouraged. A strategy 

which looks to the fair-copy manuscript examines the original metric design and how 

this may be incorporated through a re-notation approach.

Re-notation According to Large-Scale Groupings

Whilst concentrating on micro-level rhythmic challenges and working in detail is a 

valuable step, I felt it would also be necessary to combat the material on a larger 

scale. After referring to Pieter Van den Toorn’s analysis (1987) of rhythm in Igor 

Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du Printemps, I began to re-think my approach towards the 

musical material in the Sonatine. Based on the way Boulez chose to notate his 

Sonatine, we can assume his approach falls into Van den Toorn’s ‘radical perception 

of rhythm’ category. Boulez chose to adapt the meter to the irregularities of his 

musical material, rather than to pre-determine a regular pulse and articulate those 

shifts as irregular accents. 

In Van den Toorn's own terms, the identification applied to the Danse sacrale falls 

into the conservative perception of rhythm category. Van den Toorn proposes that a 
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larger, regular pulse in three exists, independent from the notation. This aural 

phenomenon can be compared to a listener perceiving a hemiola in baroque music; 

although not present in the notation, the rhythmic material and consequent phrasing 

implies a pulse outside the boundaries of the written meter. In his analysis of the 

Stravinsky’s Danse sacrale, Van den Toorn states: 

Without question the impact of the disruption, of a periodicity constantly lost to the 
modification and reshuffling of the metrically fixed elements, is ultimately far more 
severe, far more disorienting. Yet the strategy itself remains unchanged (Van den 
Toorn 1987: 97).

Here Van den Toorn refers to "the disruption" as the disturbance of the regular pulse; 

the uneven, unpredictable rhythm. It has the same aural effect no matter how it is 

notated, yet by notating it in a way in which the meter is constantly reshuffled and 

moderated to accommodate the material it is "far more disorienting" for the performer

or score-reader. I share the same argument made by Van den Toorn; if a listener will 

interpret his or her individual sense of regular rhythm and pulse, regardless of a 

composer’s intentions to imply otherwise by use of accents and irregular meter, the 

means of notating the material should be of lesser importance when a performer’s 

practical needs are concerned.
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Figure 28. Igor Stravinsky, Le Sacre du Printemps: Danse sacrale (1913). Large-
Scale Grouping applied by Van den Toorn (1987; 96).

Van den Toorn’s analytical approach to rhythm is closely assimilated with Gärtner's 

“internal structure”13 (Gärtner 2008: 290) description, which highlights the influence 

of Stravinsky's Le Sacre du Printemps (1913) on the Sonatine's Finale; mm. 342–510.

13 “interne Struktur” (Gärtner 2008: 290).
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According to Gärtner, "…Boulez obviously based the Sonatine’s Finale on the refrain 

from the Danse Sacrale and its alternation between two and three-measured counts”14 

(2008: 290). Beneath the examples from the 1946 fair copy manuscript of mm. 271–

272; 278–280; 294–301 and 316–317, as well as an additional extract of Stravinsky’s 

Danse Sacrale, Gärtner annotates the underlying rhythmic architecture in the form of 

single note values. These range from a sixteenth-note to a dotted quarter-note 

(equivalent to six sixteenth-notes in duration); see Figure 29. This analytical exercise 

summarises the alternating rhythmic succession in counts and has been made 

irrespective of the individual measure’s subdivision.

Figure 29. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1946) mm. 294–298 (equivalent in the revised 
1949 version to mm. 453–460) with internal structure marked (Gärtner 2008: 371).

Featuring a rhythmic summary completely independent from the measure structure, 

the internal structure marked by Gärtner underneath Stravinsky’s Danse Sacrale 

(Figure 30) encouraged me to consider if this approach could benefit in rehearsal..

14 “…orientierte sich Boulez für das Sonatinenfinale offensichtlich am Refrain der >>Danse 

sacrale<< und dessen Wechsel zwischen zwei- und dreizeitigen Zähleinheiten” (Gärtner 2008: 290).
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Figure 30. Igor Stravinsky Le Sacre du Printemps (1913) Danse Sacrale string score 
rehearsal measures 171–172, with internal structure marked (Gärtner 2008: 291).
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By disregarding the limits of the meter15 and observing the rhythm in a suspended 

state of unallocated succession, this approach could provide an ensemble with a rich 

understanding of deeper rhythmic structures. By applying both Gärtner (Figure 26) 

and Van den Toorn's methods (Figure 31) to the same passage of the Sonatine's Finale

from the 1954 edition (mm. 453–457), close similarities in rhythmic impulses become

evident. Therefore it is plausible that underlying impulses outlined by Gärtner's 

internal structure approach influence the characteristics of my rhythmic perception.

Figure 31. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 452–457 with internal structure 

marked.

The basis for my identification of large-scale groupings in the Sonatine was made 

through a combination of listening and analytical score reading whilst applying 

Gärtners internal structure identification approach. If when listening to Aimard and 

Cherrier's recording of the Sonatine (Boulez, 2006) I noticed an implied groove or 

regular pulse, I would pause, rewind, and listen again to confirm my perception of the 

rhythm. Then I would look to the score and locate the passage in question, overlaying 

my own beat over the score. I would also cross-reference my perceptions by listening 

to the same passage in other recordings by Bernold and Tharaud (Boulez, 2001) and 

Gallois and Wong (Boulez, 2005). By listening to multiple recordings in this manner I

hoped to ensure that I was not solely influenced by one interpretation of the work.16

15 It is important to note that despite the metric design in the finale of the revised 1949 version being 
incredibly precise and in a state of constant fluctuation, these Stravinskian impulses occur in opposition
to the written meter.

16 I acknowledge that by using recordings as references it is impossible to verify that I am identifying 
large-scale groupings purely based on my own aural interpretation of the material.
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Figure 32. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 452–457. Transformative process of 
my Large-Scale Grouping, evolving to a complete re-notation according to groupings.

The metric structures I identified are a reflection of my conservative perception of 

rhythm.  The final stage was a re-notation which facilitated the pulse of Large-Scale 

Groupings. The only alteration being made in this process was a re-organisation of the
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metric structure around the musical material. No changes to the pitches, rhythm, 

articulation, or dynamics were made.

Re-notation Based on the 1946 Fair-Copy Manuscript

In Gärtner’s thorough analysis of the Sonatine ‘Traces of an Apprenticeship’ (2016), 

many comparisons are drawn between an early version of the score written in 1946, to

the published edition—the version we know today—revised in 1949 and published in 

1954. It is known that Boulez approached France’s most prominent flute soloist at the 

time, Jean-Pierre Rampal, to perform and advocate the work (Rampal 1989: 117). 

Replying to Boulez with a request for revision of his Sonatine in an “ultramodern 

style” (Rampal 1989: 118), Rampal later stated:

Without measure bars, the rests are difficult to follow and it is a real nuisance to play. 

I sent the music back, and again asked Boulez if he could make a cleaner—and 

clearer—copy. Perhaps this upset him, because time passed and I heard nothing 

further (Rampal 1989: 117–118).

According to Gärtner, the request eventually prompted Boulez to re-think his notation 

style. After learning that despite Rampal’s initial interest, the 1946 score needed 

revision and “measure bars” added (Rampal 1989: 117), my curiosity was sparked. 

What was so impossible, so indecipherable for Rampal that left him so uninterested to

learn the young Boulez’s newly composed Sonatine?

Based on Gärtner’s description of the revisions Boulez had made, and some brief 

excerpts of the 1946 early version, I understood that Boulez changed the metrical 

structure and modified or rewrote more than a third of the piece (Gärtner 2016: 26).
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Figure 33. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954). Rhythm of the theme (Gärtner 2008: 279).

After observing Gärtner's comparison of Boulez's organisation of rhythmic cells in the

Sonatine's theme between the 1946 fair copy and 1949 revision (see Figure 36), it 

occurred to me that the early Sonatine score could provide important insight into 

Boulez’s original metrical notation—insight which could lead to a respectful re-

notation approach. 

In February 2017, I visited the music department of the Bibliothèque Nationale de 

France to view the 1946 fair copy manuscript. In doing so, I was pleased to find a 

unique resource at my disposal. The fair copy of Boulez's 1946 version was marked in

ink, in small, incredibly precise handwriting. A second layer of pencil markings over 

the black ink showed all of the revisions Boulez made in 1949. Here it was evident 

that two visible layers of the composer's working progress were apparent. A self-

notated excerpt of the manuscript I observed can be seen in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1946) replication of fair-copy in black with 1949 

corrections in grey. mm. 117–124.

The document allowed me to understand exactly what was modified, added or deleted

between the early version and the printed version. In my opinion, the most interesting 

modifications were the addition of many new bar-lines throughout the entire piece, 

accompanied by dyad and triad division markings and calculation of time signatures. 

The fair copy was written using bar-lines too, however I observed that the original 

length of a single bar was generally much longer, with no time signatures indicated. 
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Figure 35. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1946) fair-copy mm. 186–190 measure structure 
compared to the revised (1949) version, mm. 283–292.
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It appeared that when revising the work, Boulez had simply designed the new metrical

notation around the existing material, towards a more rationalised notation for the 

performer to understand. The amount of musical material Boulez assigned to single 

measures in his early version was quite revealing, giving me new insight to the 

composer’s musical thinking. 

One bar in the fair copy’s black ink indicated approximately one complete phrase, 

which Boulez later divided across two bars in the 1949 revision (Figure 35). The 

elements that appeared to cause the greatest challenges for the ensemble—frequently 

changing time signatures, beat divisions and small-scale measures—were revealed to 

be additions from the revision stage, applied to organise the original musical material 

much later in the composition process.

With this in mind, I felt more confident in my ability to make informed decisions on 

how to re-notate parts of Boulez’s work in a way that would respect his musical 

intentions. I predicted that there were various other possibilities for experimenting 

with re-notation solutions and I determined that the use and dependency of these 

would be largely based on our individual ensemble's needs. 

Numerous alternative re-notation styles were considered in advance. These ranged 

from marking the 1946 and 1949 bar-lines differently, adding new meter structures 

and removing any re-statement of repetitive time signatures to the concept of a free-

measure format, which eliminated bar-lines entirely across appropriate passages.

Re-organisation of Subdivisions

I anticipated that there might be potential benefits in re-arranging the dyad and triad 

subdivision markings proposed by Boulez in between the flute and piano score, 

marked with and symbols respectively. It was my speculation that an 

ensemble would come to find their own individual interpretation of the rhythmic 

material during the rehearsal process. By rearranging the subdivision of a measure to 

suit our ensemble's individual interpretation, it could potentially promote a more 

fluent execution. 

Study by Keller et al (2005) confirmed my own experience as a performer on this 

issue, and provided ample grounds for me to consider the re-organisation of 
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subdivisions, favourable to playing sustainable alternating rhythmic patterns in the 

Sonatine. It also further reiterated my performer concerns regarding the complexity of

the metric design. Negotiating demanding musical text and simultaneously 

maintaining a confidently secure cohesion is a demanding scenario for the ensemble.

I understood that if in the rehearsal stage, Carlos and I could not entirely agree on one 

version of the subdivision order in a measure, we could experiment with each player 

employing our own subdivision patterns for the same measure. This scenario is not 

uncommon in the Sonatine score, given that there are also occasions where Boulez 

proposes two alternative subdivisions for one bar, such as in m. 447, m. 449 and m. 

459.

a) Emphasis on Triad Subdivision

By re-arranging the subdivisions of a measure, or by moving the bar-line so that the 

triad falls on the strong or dominant beat, further rhythmic stability could be achieved.

Bringing the triad to the beginning of each measure by means of altering the 

subdivisions or moving the bar-line would hopefully provide a constant element for 

players to lock in with against the frequently changing meter. By moving the bar line 

in order to accommodate the triad to occur at the start of a measure, the original 

subdivisions provided by Boulez were not altered.
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Figure 36. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 224–231 Example of potential re-

organisation of metric subdivisions.
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Bars of Consecutive Meter

By identifying the rare occurrence of a consecutive meter in rehearsal and marking 

the score with lines or phrasing marks to indicate, we could rely on the stability of 

regularity in these scenarios. If there are two groups of consecutive changes—for 

example 4/8, 7/16, 4/8, 7/16—it was anticipated our ensemble could identify the 

individual bar belonging to a larger group. If the subdivisions between identical 

measures were inconsistent, I proposed that it might be worth looking to re-arrange 

the subdivisions to create a favourable rhythmic pattern for added stability.

The value of two bars in the same meter subdivided in sixteenth-notes could 

potentially be re-imagined as one measure, subdivided in eight-notes. For example 

from mm. 405–412 there are three groups of repetitious meter patterns; two 5/16 

measures, two 3/16 measures and four 4/16 measures. The first two 5/16 measures 

could potentially be combined to read as one 5/8 meter. Similarly, two measures of 

3/16 could be re-notated to read as one measure in 3/8 time and both 4/16 measures 

combined could read as one 4/8 measure (Figure 37). With this, the musical material 

remains unchanged; however, the subdivision is regular and more convenient.
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Figure 37. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 405–412 with Consecutive Meter re-

notation solution applied.
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Re-organisation of Syncopation

By moving the bar-line forward and placing an empty beat at the end of the previous 

measure—be it from a rest located at the beginning of a measure or from a tied note 

carried over from the previous measure—the new downbeat is determined from the 

next available articulated note. This exercise is a re-organisation around the musical 

material. This customises the measure structure and in essence, re-defines which part 

of the measure is the newly assigned downbeat.

3.4 Discussion: in defense of re-notation

Is part of the composer’s original vision lost when re-notating to simplify the 

understanding of the material?  I believe there are two opposing approaches to re-

notation where musical phrasing is concerned; one that incorporates the phrasing in a 

re-organisation of material and one which tends to disregard phrasing for the sake of 

comprehension and clarification. 

Why did Boulez notate his score in this way to begin with? Perhaps the composer was

interested in exploring a precise dissonance between visual and aural perception of 

rhythmic material. As I observed when applying Gärtner and Van den Torn's rhythmic 

identification methods, it almost appears that Boulez tried to camouflage regularity 

amongst rapidly uneven meter changes, in an exploration of the dissonance between 

notated versus audible structures.17 

Therefore, regardless of how the ensemble ultimately use re-notations, the 

acknowledgement of regular pulses and the re-notation activity itself is a valuable 

process in order to corroborate my own interpretation of the material. In a personal 

way, the aspects I draw out of Boulez's score are also very much part of the piece, or 

at least they will be in the context of my individual experience as a performer. Pianist 

Pierre-Laurent Aimard, who expresses his own experience playing Boulez’s Piano 

Sonata No. 1, echoes this dissonance between the aural and visual experience:

17 This observation is based on my interpretation of the hidden regularities, as I was able to realise 
through Gärtner and Van den Toorn’s methods. It is self evident that each performer will interpret the 
same passage in a manner sympathetic to their own rhythmic perception class. Thus, this statement is 
exclusively based on my personal interpretation of the score.
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It is fascinating that somewhere you have different truths in th[e Piano Sonata No. 1]: what is 
written, what sounds, what is hidden. Of course the interpreter has to constantly think about 
these question marks, think about how one should deal with this acoustic, this instrument, the 
time, the situation, so that the audience will perceive this or that dimension. (Aimard, 
interview 2015, accessed on October 4, 2016).

In the opinion of Sébastien Vichard, "the [Sonatine] score was written in a way to 

comprehend the music, but not to facilitate the players to perform it" (Vichard, 

interview August 17, 2016). Vichard showed his personal re-notations of the Sonatine 

piano score to Pierre Boulez during a rehearsal. According to Vichard, Boulez 

responded to these supportively, replying "in rehearsals, if the result is the same—why

not?" (Vichard, interview August 17, 2016). Vichard based his own re-notations on his

aural perception, on what he heard emerge when playing from the 1954 edition. On 

this basis, he had a clear idea of what he wished to re-notate and he re-interpreted the 

notation accordingly. Removing the disturbance between what he read and heard 

allowed for improved execution and a more comprehendible reading. 

Vichard also remarked that once he had established his own re-notated version, it 

enhanced the way he could play musically; it gave him more control and with less 

stress. He pointed out that the re-notation is a simplification and the final stage was to 

play somewhere in between the two versions; he read from his re-notated version but 

had a strong sense of the original score in his interpretation: he aimed to arrive 

somewhere in the middle between the practical and musical demands.

It is arguable however, that perhaps the style of notation adopted and inherent 

characteristics of reading it were well intended by Boulez. Beyond the mathematical 

proportions of note values and the relationship to tempo indications, as a performer, I 

can attest to experiencing a psychological impact from the notation style. Jacques 

Lacombe—Principal Conductor of the Bonn Opera in Germany—reiterates the 

potential impact notation style can have on interpretation:

Brahms, for example, often wrote his music using abnormally long note values … when 
you're reading the music the half-note gives a sense of slowness and a wish to sustain the note 
because it has a long time value. Stravinsky chose eighth-notes, especially in the "Sacrificial 
Dance," hence the impression of a very nervous style in terms of rhythm, and the usefulness of
this notation, which isn't there just to make things difficult (Lacombe, interview 2003, 
accessed on November 6, 2017).
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The same phenomenon potentially exists in the Sonatine and it is plausible that 

Boulez has chosen to express his musical language in this specific manner, in a 

conscious effort to summon a nervousness or agitation from the players.

This left me to consider to what extent an ensemble could use re-notations to aid 

performance. I speculated that the re-notations may be used in rehearsal only, purely 

as an exercise to gain a better understanding of the rhythmic construction and play 

from the original score in performance. 

This way, players would be overlaying a newly established structure onto the original 

score that could enrich their understanding and experience. I also proposed that the 

ensemble may replace sections of the original score with re-notations for 

performance, or replacing entire passages of the original with a re-notated version 

may be necessary. 

At the very least, I saw re-notation as a chance for the ensemble to be momentarily 

liberated from rhythmically challenging aspects. After all, it is not unusual for 

performers to imagine a score alternatively to how it is written. It is my fervent hope 

that a composer would support the attempt to encourage their work to be more 

approachable for the interpreter and consequently receive more performances.

Furthermore, I believed that the end result would arguably be the same, or perhaps 

very similar. A small compromise of musical tension, of phrasing and micro-gestures 

would certainly be worthwhile if the results allowed the piece to be more accessible 

and easier for an ensemble to play. Re-notation exercises can give the performer an 

appreciation and understanding of how a composer has constructed the score.18 It is a 

way to approach the material from different perspectives, highlighting features 

already inherent to the structure.

18 I do not wish to suggest that by re-notating passages of the Sonatine, my version will be in any way
superior to Boulez's original conception.
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Chapter 4. Ensemble Rehearsals Analysis

This report outlines strategies applied and tested throughout the rehearsal period of 

our flute and piano duo; consisting of the author – Jonathan James Beresford 

Henderson (flute) and Carlos Sanchis Aguirre (piano). This process investigated the 

extent to which obstacles could be overcome successfully for ensemble cohesion, and 

the manner in which pre-defined rehearsal strategies could be effectively utilised 

during the rehearsal process. 

Also addressed was the impact problem-solving techniques had on rehearsal 

productivity. In response to scenarios which I speculated to be problematic before 

playing, the realistic challenges our ensemble encountered are outlined. An overview 

of the application of rehearsal strategies and their impact on our ensemble cohesion is 

detailed. Finally, new strategies which emerged during the rehearsal process and their 

impact on our ensemble rehearsals are presented.

4.1 Challenges encountered

Predicted Challenges

Changing Meter

Frequently changing time signatures were on occasion, imprecisely executed by our 

ensemble. Rhythmic accuracy amidst meter changes proved unsteady. Small changes 

of time signature were imprecise, for example from mm. 39–40, as well as mm. 43–

45, as opposed to rhythmic ambiguity in a regular meter.

Polyrhythms

Executing polyrhythms in their precise proportional relationships was challenging. 

For example, I commented that the quintuplet in m. 14 felt “uncomfortable” and that 

it was “difficult to feel the exact tempo”. It proved challenging to play together after a

polyrhythm, which disturbed our sense of pulse. These difficulties continued through 

to the middle rehearsal stage, where our imagination of tempo and pulse would often 

differ, due to a polyrhythmic event. 
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Cohesion in Tempo Scherzando Movements

This material was a significant challenge for us. When we first played through the 

Tempo Scherzando, we easily fell out of alignment. Occasionally I found it difficult to

follow the piano part. One sixteenth-note astray and we would completely fall out of 

synchronisation. In the early rehearsal stage, we would unintentionally press the 

tempo, nervously pushing forward out of stress—this was not conducive to good 

ensemble cohesion. Generally, it was difficult to monitor if we were together whilst 

playing. The only indication of poor coordination came from ill-aligned meeting-

points. 

It was also difficult to comprehend which one of us was ahead or behind in these 

scenarios. In the final Tempo Scherzando from m. 430, my sixteenth-note figure is 

relentless, permitting zero flexibility for Carlos to execute rhythmic gestures—each 

sixteenth-note was vital. 

On occasion, we accidentally played offset rhythmic motifs together, when they 

should be one sixteenth-note apart. Towards the end of the rehearsal period we 

continued to struggle with the Tempo Scherzando score. Even in one of the final 

rehearsals—two days before the performance—cohesion challenges persisted. Our 

comments in rehearsals reiterated the difficulties we faced when negotiating this 

material, as we expressed “it's a lot to comprehend”, “it feels like I'm guessing 

sometimes” and “this is so difficult”.

En èclaboussures

Within the space of a ten-minute rehearsal, we were barely able to play through the 

En èclaboussures passages uninterrupted. This indicated just how challenging this 

material was for us. It appeared we were unable to solve cohesion issues. There was 

great difficult to play from the original version of the score and we could not follow 

one another’s parts well. In one rehearsal, sensing our cohesion was far from optimal, 

Carlos and I incorrectly anticipated one another’s position. This would result in 

further irregular alignment, and we drifted apart in opposite directions. A scarce 

presence of meeting-tones often contributed to these insecurities, with little 

reassurance provided from shared rhythmic impulses. After three months of 
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rehearsals, this passage remained extremely challenging for us. We agreed that the En

èclaboussures material was one of, if not the most challenging passage of the whole 

Sonatine score.

False Sense of Downbeat

As speculated, when dynamics and articulation gave added emphasis on irregular 

beats, this implied a false sense of the downbeat. This was significantly disruptive and

would provoke cohesion instability. Moments where the downbeat went unarticulated 

were observed as “scary” and “challenging”, disturbing our rhythmic stability.

Score Layout

Carlos pointed out in the Tempo Scherzando passages, the task of skipping from the 

end of one system to another easily disrupts concentration. There are approximately 

five measures to one system on average in the Tempo Scherzando material, resulting 

in two A4 pages of score, requiring eight system jumps.

Unforeseen Challenges

Ensemble Rest

We discovered that a sudden rest in a passage consisting of regular sixteenth-notes 

would trip us up and disturb the cohesion (see Figure 38). In this scenario, our 

ensemble relied upon the continuity of sixteenth notes for stability. Therefore, when 

the rhythmic basis was suddenly interrupted without anticipation, the flow was 

disturbed and the ensemble cohesion could quickly fall apart. Miscounting and 

playing one sixteenth-note too early was a common error. As the piece gains intensity 

towards the end in the final Très Rapide; Extrèmement rapide; Précipité passage from

mm. 399–491, the demands on the performers in terms of concentration are increased

—one sixteenth note astray or one rest miscounted lead to the collapse of our entire 

synchronisation.
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Figure 38. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) Examples of the Ensemble Rest scenario: a)
m. 162, b) m. 166, c) mm. 172–173.

Identical Rhythmic Motifs

We discovered that a motivic gesture echoed by one sixteenth-note between the flute 

and piano occurs in the Tempo Scherzando movements (see Figure 39). As trained 

classical musicians who aim to play in synchronisation, our ear naturally lead us to 

play these displaced rhythmic figures in unison. We would both adjust to the other 

player out of habit. In doing so, this threatened our synchronicity.
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Figure 39. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) Identical Rhythmic Motivs scenario: a) m. 
246, b) mm. 264–266.

Subdivision Regularity

It was easy to become too reliant upon a regular sequence of subdivision patterns. 

When we needed to change our internal counting, this would result in us falling out of

alignment. Often when this occurred, it would lead to insecurities and instability 

across the ensemble. I initially speculated that this could have be an advantageous 

strategy, when in fact, this transpired as an unforeseen problem.

Invalid Speculations

Glissando

The abstract rhythmic quality of the glissando gesture was not problematic in reality. 

When we played together, it was useful to discuss and agree on the overall musical 

character of the gesture, helping us to interpret the differing material with a unified 

interpretive goal. Doing so allowed us to play these gestures very securely.

Playing after the Downbeat

All the ensemble chords were perfectly together, despite my prediction concerning 

syncopation and playing after the downbeat. In the early rehearsal stage, these 

scenarios were surprisingly straight forward and we seemed to have very little 

difficulty.
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4.2 Strategies employed and their impact

Exclude Unaccompanied Material

Excluding solo material allowed us to shorten rehearsal time in the early stages. It was

established that when the ensemble joined together after a solo passage, it was the 

solo player’s responsibility to set up and establish the pulse to facilitate the other 

ensemble member to join confidently.

Score Layout

We felt it was beneficial to have an alternative linear organisation of the score, to 

alleviate the need to skip systems. We acknowledged it was important to access a 

continuous flow of concentration in the Tempo Scherzando passages. Thus, reading a 

long continuous passage in a landscape orientation was instrumental in facilitating 

uninterrupted concentration whilst playing.

Phrasing Considerations in the Early Rehearsal Stage

We made a conscious effort to represent the phrase shapes and to be aware of the 

larger line shared across the ensemble. This often had a noticeable impact on the 

rhythmic precision; sometimes phrasing goals would solve cohesion issues and help 

us to be more secure. In reality, this concept was applied as an overall approach rather

than a singular rehearsal strategy.

Ensemble Role-hierarchy

Ensemble role-hierarchy was discussed to ensure the tempo remained stable. By 

verbally confirming leadership exchange, the results were positive and we were able 

to play more cohesively whilst allowing for flexibility where deemed necessary. For 

example, Carlos would be responsible for establishing a steady tempo in a passage 

where I wished to be more free and flexible.

Under-tempo Work

In the early rehearsal stages, this strategy facilitated critical listening and cohesion 

reinforcement. It aided our learning progress, allowing us to assess the condition of a 

passage at the beginning of a rehearsal, and to monitor and compare with previous 

rehearsals. Under-tempo work was often combined in combination with other 
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strategies such as Voice Isolation. This proved beneficial in allowing us to 

differentiate an independent gesture amidst a dense texture.

Our long-term goal was to implement precise score study, and to keep our tempos on 

the slow side. We spent the majority of the rehearsal period integrating all details and 

complexities of the score. Practicing in the goal tempo was our last step in the broader

process, which we began to implement three days before the first performance. In 

retrospect, perhaps this was delayed later than intended. Nonetheless, there was a 

certain security knowing that we had integrated intensive, detailed work before the 

performance. It afforded us the luxury to wait until two days before the performance 

to finally bring the Sonatine up to our performance tempo. At that moment, we felt 

this strategy bridged the connection for our ensemble, pushing us out of the rehearsal 

stage and towards performance readiness. 

The first time we tried playing a tempo, we were precisely together—we played with 

confidence, assertion and edge. This confirmed it was worth waiting to speed up the 

tempo, bringing with it a new level of excitement and energy. The cohesion became 

less of a priority when the musical character was realised. Thus, I observed a 

significant correlation between musical character and tempo.

Sulliman’s Fast Practice Technique

We employed Problem Chaining from Sulliman’s Fast Practice Technique to target 

difficult transitions; by isolating the two most contrasting measures, then expanding 

the material to integrate the transition in context of the larger passage. This worked 

well and helped us to integrate the challenging measures. We also applied Sulliman’s 

technique in the final rehearsal stage by considering his theory on cognitive response 

to musical material in slow tempo versus fast tempi (Sulliman 2013, accessed January

30, 2017). This meant it was vital that we learned how to play a tempo, and to 

familiarise ourselves with the experience of playing through the whole work.

Voice Isolation

By isolating two lines, we were able to better understand the inner workings of the 

texture, and to discover the central issues within that caused us difficulty. After having

isolated two voices and joining them together again, it appeared to have a positive 
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effect on our confidence and ensemble cohesion as a result.

The inner Tres modéré–presque lent movements benefited from the Voice Isolation 

strategy, which helped us explore melodic material by removing the trill gesture. This 

exercise clarified the texture and permitted us to assess how the two lines interacted. 

It also allowed us to prioritise the balance. We agreed that whoever played the trill 

should always be secondary and allow the melodic lines to stand in the foreground. 

This strategy was not only advantageous for us in terms of cohesion, it also enhanced 

our musical decision making—in fact, it inspired us. After implementing this strategy,

we were able to integrate the passage with little effort when playing through the work.

Voice-isolation amidst the Tempo Scherzando passages was successfully employed to 

isolate the exchange of thirty-second note flourishes between flute and piano. By 

isolating the moving parts, we were able to practice the continuation of voice 

exchange, targeting one layer in the texture. This allowed us to play the passage with 

fluidity and accuracy. From this point, Sulliman’s Problem Chaining strategy was 

employed to incorporate the focus measures in to the larger phrase.

As anticipated, it was useful to treat the combined texture of left and right hand piano 

voices as one. In mm. 80–82, we reduced the rhythm of the two piano lines and 

notated the resultant rhythm above the score (see Figure 40). This proved beneficial 

for both ensemble players; I found it easier to hear the resultant rhythm in order to 

have confidence to enter; Carlos used this method to guide his own understanding of 

the compound result of uniting his two lines. On occasion, practicing this way was 

counterproductive. For example, if an isolated voice was interjective in nature whilst 

the second voice was continuous, this would result in our ensemble practicing a 

texture completely different to what the end result would be.
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Figure 40. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 79–82 resultant rhythmic structure.

Meeting-tones

Advance marking of meeting-points in our rehearsal scores helped us to quickly 

determine our rehearsal goals. Isolation of meeting-tones helped to simplify the 

material and make the framework clearer. By identifying the meeting tones in a 

spoken dialogue, we were then able to play immediately through a passage with those 

points as structural goals. After “highlighting the way” as Carlos remarked, this 

helped to ensure cohesion was secure, observing the meeting-tones as a reference.

A structural approach helped us to gain awareness of the rhythmic skeleton, and the 

relationship between voices. Once we absorbed the basic frame, we could play quite 

precisely. Further into the rehearsal stage, we were able to anticipate if a passage 

would benefit from implementing the meeting-tone isolation approach. We 

investigated using this strategy before attempting to play. Consequentially, this 

approach improved our accuracy and allowed us to play clearly with sound rhythmic 

proportion.  

This strategy proved less effective in scenarios where dynamics facilitated emphasis 

of the alignment point. In m. 75, for example, the results were more secure when we 

focused on the polyrhythmic relationship between voices, instead of a singular 

meeting-tone. Although it proved valuable to identify meeting-tones in our 
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preparations, the degree to which we could depend on them for cohesion was highly 

contextual.

Communication-points

Based on rhythmic alignment, we found a new approach to aid our communication as 

an extension of the Meeting-tone strategy. This involved determining 

Communication-points. Whilst the Meeting-tone strategy is an acknowledgement of 

rhythmic alignment, Communication-points involve additional musical 

considerations. They incorporate eye contact and physical movement as 

communication between ensemble players. They are justified within a musical 

context, giving accentuation to an appropriate point in the phrase.19

This strategy was born out of a necessity to distinguish mutually agreed impulses 

when we were not able to rely upon Meeting-tones for stability. We were careful when

deciding on these cues, always searching for musical justification, and to avoid 

unwanted accents. We always aimed to respect the inherent rhythmic impulses.20

Communication-points significantly aided navigation. This was confirmed when 

observing rehearsal videos—I could easily understand that we were aligned. We were 

able to achieve significant progress in rehearsal if all the communication points were 

aligned.

This strategy is not fail-safe, it did not guarantee us one-hundred percent cohesion. 

Instead, this was a tool to monitor the cohesion. We were able to understand—within 

the range of about one or two measures—if we fell out of alignment.

19 As an example, our ensemble determined the following Communication-points to assist with 

cohesion in the Tempo Scherzando passage from mm. 221–250: the downbeat of m. 225; the downbeat 

of m. 227; the downbeat of m. 229; the second beat of m. 231 (flute E-natural and piano left-hand low 

F-natural); the second beat of m.235 (flute D-natural and piano right-hand E-flat); the downbeat of m. 

239; m.240 (flute high G-natural and piano left-hand A-natural sixteenth-notes); the downbeat of m. 

247; the second beat of m. 250 (flute D-natural and piano right-hand G-natural to E-flat–subito 

mezzoforte).

20 For example, in the Tempo Rapide and Tempo Scherzando movements, which consist of an 

abundance of meeting-tones across the ensemble.
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Communication-points were particularly valuable in my re-notation of the en 

èclabboussures passages.21 After establishing Communication-points, we played 

through in a slow tempo, excluding the appoggiatura. We tried to lock in to the 

Communication-points, phrasing towards them. After integrating these, we played 

through a tempo and noticeable had less difficulty playing together.

Secure Points of Contact After Ambiguous Rhythm

Two variations on this strategy were implemented:

1) We determined if a transitional passage could be flexible in tempo.22 We were able 

to establish that this was a chance to alleviate the demands of the ensemble cohesion. 

It was a point where we could breathe, recollect and continue. Another version of this 

strategy was successfully used in m. 473. 

2) Creating a quasi-fermata; it was Carlos' suggestion to treat the bar-line between 

mm. 473–474 as a quasi fermata, in case we fell out of alignment beforehand. The 

‘Play-out’ Cue in his left-hand on the downbeat of m. 474 was established as a 

recovery point.

‘Play-Out’ Cues

Like the Communication-points, this strategy allowed us to monitor the quality of our 

cohesion, controlling it in real time. A ‘Play-Out' Cue increased awareness of the 

other player's position. A longer passage was secured with a chain of alternating cues, 

across both ensemble's parts.23 An example of how I navigated mm. 433–438 is 

provided in Figure 41.

21 In my re-notation of the en èclabbousures, the following Communication-points were incorporated:

First passage—m. 299, m. 302, m. 305 and m. 313. Second passage—m. 320/321. Third passage—m.

328/329, m. 331, m. 332, m. 335 and m. 338.

22 For example, we determined that mm. 458–459 could be calmer in character and slightly more 

flexible in terms of phrasing style.

23 As an example, our ensemble determined the following ‘Play-out' Cues to assist with cohesion and 

navigation in the final Très rapide passage from mm. 469–479: m. 469 (flute high C-natural; flute m. 
470 (high B-flat); m. 472  (flute high G-natural); m. 473 (flute high C-sharp); m. 474 (piano 
downbeat); m. 476 (flute high E-natural, piano downbeat); m. 479 (piano left-hand downbeat); m. 480 
(flute high B-flat); m. 484 (flute high C-natural); m.487 (flute high B-natural).
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Figure 41. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) ‘Play-Out’ Cues in the piano part 
employed. a) mm. 420–424, b) mm. 433–438.
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Least-common Multiple Method

This strategy helped give us a clear indication of polyrhythmic interaction. Practicing 

under tempo after calculating the mathematical rhythmic relationship helped us to 

integrate the rhythm. Backwards Chaining from Sulliman’s fast practice technique 

assisted us to integrate the focus passage. The Least-Common-Multiple-Method was 

combined with Voice Isolation on occasion. We would play the material as written, 

repeating it to integrate and reinforce.

When we increased the practicing tempo, the finer inter-rhythmic relationships that 

had emerged from applying the least-common-multiple-method became somewhat 

redundant. The small details that surfaced when working out the rhythmic 

relationships in such detail are so fine that it was nearly impossible to calculate them 

at the goal tempo. Therefore, we had no choice but to take an approximate approach. 

Whilst it was beneficial to work out polyrhythms in terms of comprehension, 

incorporation into the larger phrase was critical to their successful execution.

Large-Scale Grouping

Large-Scale Grouping was best employed when aligned with each individual player’s 

personal interpretation of the material. Our ensemble used two simultaneous 

approaches; I employed subdivision re-organisation from mm. 460–463, whilst Carlos

read from the original. In my performance score, superimposing my re-imagination 

over the original score was preferred to a complete re-notation (see Figure 42).

Re-notation Based on the 1946 Fair-Copy Manuscript

Carlos and I entered into a brief discussion concerning the fair copy manuscripts, 

particularly concerning the original bar structure. It was observed the smaller 

subdivisions came at a later point in the process. As the fair copy manuscript adopted 

a larger metric design, we discussed that we would aim to think in longer phrases, 

being mindful of the phrasing length as per the original measure structure. 

We felt we had license to alter the subdivision markings to suit our individual needs, 

given that we knew they were not present in Boulez’s original 1946 conception. 

Ultimately, we did not use any re-notations based on the fair-copy manuscript as first 

conceived. However, the insight gained from viewing the manuscript gave us the 
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confidence to alter aspects of the revised score in order to problem solve effectively.

Figure 42. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 460–464 performance score markings 

versus re-notation.

Re-organisation of Subdivisions

Our instinctive reaction to the musical material often opposed the written subdivision 

markings. We applied re-organisation of subdivisions in the Introduction to help with 

feeling a mutual sense of pulse. This helped us to feel the subdivision in relationship 

to an eighth-note pulse with a positive impact; the rhythmic proportions were 

noticeably better, and it appeared we played more confidently. 

On occasion, re-organisation of subdivisions proved more difficult than the original 

subdivisions proposed in the score. However these usually pertained to one of three 

polyphonic voices—particularly in the canonic texture of the Tempo Scherzando 

movements. It was critical that we reorganised the subdivisions according to our 

preference, executed in a manner which aligned to our own interpretation of rhythmic 

impulses. This lead to a more fluent execution overall.
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Emphasis on Triad Subdivision

A combination of pre-defined and newly established strategies were employed to aid 

learning the passage between mm. 170–175—a particularly challenging excerpt from 

the first Tempo Scherzando movement. The primary strategy that assisted us in this 

case was Emphasis on Triad Subdivisions. We agreed on a pattern which would 

benefit both our preferences and were careful to consider each alteration with our goal

tempo in mind.

In mm. 171–173 we prioritised the triad subdivision. We tried to facilitate for the triad

to fall on a strong beat. This meant re-imagining the metric structure—two 7/16 bars, 

each with the subdivision pattern of 3+2+2—replacing the original 5/16-5/16-4/16 

meter. A complete re-notation was deemed unnecessary. Instead, we superimposed the

new structure over the original score (see Figure 43). 

Each play through thereafter was clear and precise. In the new 7/16 meter, all three 

parts then articulate together in the second measure. In terms of musical phrasing, we 

felt justified to give a slight emphasis to the downbeat, which aligned well with the 

ensemble meeting points. Further musical justification was evident in the dynamic 

change, from fortissimo to subito pianissimo. 

My initial proposal to favour the triad subdivision at the start of a measure was not 

always a lucrative choice. On occasion, moving the triad to the end of a measure 

afforded us more preparation time when changing to a new time signature.
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Figure 43. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm.171–173 performance score markings 
versus re-notation.

Re-organisation of Syncopation

To overcome difficulties we faced playing with cohesion from mm. 174–175, Carlos 

and I discussed possibilities to re-interpret the material. The figure in the piano part on

the last sixteenth-note of m. 174 was identified as the main problem. We employed the

re-organisation of syncopation strategy, moving the bar-line back one sixteenth-note. 

Thus, the hypothetical metric structure was altered from 5/16-5/16 to 4/16-6/16. Two 

key advantages resulted; the disruptive entry at the end of m. 174 became the new 

downbeat of m. 175, and the new subdivision pattern was now completely regular—

2+2 and 2+2+2, instead of the original 3+2 and 2+3 (see Figure 44). This re-notation 
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also “brought more logic to the appearance of the passage”, as was my commentary in

the rehearsal.

Figure 44. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 174–175 re-notation.

Looking to m. 447 and m. 449, Boulez allocates differing subdivision patterns for 

each player. We identified that in the piano part, the A-flat in m. 447 on the last 

sixteenth-note gave me a false impression of the downbeat, obtruding out of the 

texture and disturbing our sense of pulse. We adjusted the subdivisions and re-

imagined a new structure; the bar-line was moved one sixteenth-note forward on this 

occasion (see Figure 45). As long as we accommodated the accents where Boulez 

intended, we saw no difference in the end result.
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Figure 45. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 446–449 performance score markings.

En éclaboussures Re-notation

After experiencing great difficulty rehearsing the En éclaboussures material, I 

introduced a prepared re-notation for mm. 296 –398—the basis of which was inspired 

by Vichard, whom after interviewing him in Luzern, provided me with a copy of his 

re-notations of the Sonatine. My re-notated version is included as Appendix B. Whilst 

our versions differed in many ways, the most significant aspect that inspired me from 

Vichard’s re-notation was his re-interpretation of the triplet figure. 

Vichard's solution was to eradicate the polyrhythm altogether, instead notating two 

sixteenth-notes with an appoggiatura tied to the second sixteenth-note. This was 

based on his theory that at the performance tempo, the rational rhythm will transpire 

to sound identical to the original notation (see Figure 46). Based on our experience, I 

can attest to Vichard's claims. For our ensemble, the results were more precise and in 

turn, more faithful to the original notation. By re-notating this passage, we facilitated 

our interpretation of Boulez’s rhythmic imagination.
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Figure 46. En éclaboussures syncopation, second class polyrhythmic figure. Re-
notation comparison emphasising the eighth-note subdivision.

By eradicating the polyrhythm, one of many difficulties was removed. Instead, this 

allowed us to focus on style and character. I based my re-notation on prioritising 

regularity of the subdivisions, favouring the eighth-note unit and isolating groups of 

three sixteenth-notes in a separate measure. Boulez indicates at the start of the En 

éclaboussures passage to “count in sixteenth-notes”24 (Boulez 1954: 18). 

Subsequently, my re-notation encourages us to count in eighth-notes. This is the only 

re-notation we inserted in our performance score, replacing the original (see Figure 

47). Other re-notation exercises were used as a way to re-imagine the score in a 

hypothetical manner.

24 "compter à la double croche" (Boulez 1954:18).
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Figure 47. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 296–301. My own re-notation 
compared to original notation.

From all the play-throughs we had attempted from the original score thus far, the 

accuracy and cohesion between our ensemble were unquestionably better when we 

attempted to play from my re-notation. We were able to skip past the grueling 

rhythmic analysis and time consuming, investigative work, and jump ahead as if we 

had been rehearsing this passage for weeks. In my view, this confirmed the benefits of

addressing the En éclaboussures material with a re-notation approach.

When observing the rehearsal videos, I read from the original score whilst we played 

from the re-notation. As a listener, I could make no discernible difference between 

versions—the re-notation was faithful to the original in terms of the performance 

outcome. Not one aspect diverged from Boulez’s version. We agreed this version 

would be much more reliable under the added pressure of a performance environment.
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Strategies Combined; Playing Through

Strategies were used in combination during the final rehearsal stages to address a 

larger selection of the score at a time. First, we tried to predict where 'Play-Out Cues 

and Communication-Points could occur, helping us to pinpoint the inconsistencies in 

our playing. Next, we would isolate these problematic bars on a small scale, followed 

by exercising Sulliman's Problem Chaining strategy.

'Play-out' cues and communication-points aided our ensemble to navigate cohesion. 

Applying a variety of strategies to one passage helped us to deconstruct the material 

and to investigate. Intensive work transformed the quality of our cohesion 

significantly. I observed that the fruits of our labor were evident and audible. The 

cohesion was extremely secure and all our entries were confident. After having 

worked extensively, combining a multitude of strategies, we were able to play through

a passage with improved synchronisation. I reported “everything was pristinely clear 

and ultimately together, even though we were under tempo”. Once we started to 

increase the tempo, cohesion remained consistent, decisive and unhesitant.

4.3 New strategies

Omitting a Polyrhythm

Omitting a polyrhythm from a passage for practice purposes allowed us to play 

confidently and with good cohesion. Combined with the Secure Points of Contact 

After Ambiguous Rhythm strategy, it gave us an immediate goal to aim for once the 

polyrhythm was re-introduced. Combining two strategies, which aided investigation 

of the same passage through different approaches, allowed for greater stability and 

confidence.

This strategy was particularly useful when rehearsing my En èclaboussures re-

notation. By playing through and leaving out the appoggiatura—representing the 

triplet polyrhythm from the original version—the rhythmic framework was 

emphasised.
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Rationalising Polyrhythms

Rationalising a polyrhythm permitted us to better orient ourselves when relying upon 

surrounding material for better cohesion. An example of this activity can be seen in in 

Figure 48. We tried practicing with all polyrhythms rationalised from mm. 139–141, 

in order to clarify the pulse and aid one our entries. This passage encompasses two 

polyrhythmic scenarios: m. 139 (class two + class two) and m. 141 (class one).

Figure 48. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 139–141. Example of the Polyrhythm 
Rationalisation strategy.

When practicing this way, we were able to play perfectly together. When played it as 

written, incorporating the original polyrhythm, we were able to better understand if 

our rhythmic proportions were accurate. 

Audible Subdivision

As a continuation of polyrhythmic analysis, I subdivided my eighth-notes in m. 37 

within the 5:4 polyrhythm (class one), utilising the 'Least common multiple method'. 
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This allowed us to hear the precise relationship between my polyrhythm and Carlos' 

rational rhythm, which begins off the beat (see Figure 49). By lengthening my 

articulation the second time we played the passage, this brought us one step closer to 

the notated rhythm and eventually allowed me to appropriate the complete rhythmic 

phrase. It helped me to find confidence in aligning my polyrhythm against the rational

figure in the piano. I commented in rehearsal that it was good to feel this “imaginary 

connection”.

Figure 49. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) m. 37 with Audible Subdivision strategy 

applied.

Regularity of Subdivision Patterns

Occasionally, recognising repetitive patterns in subdivision for pulse stability was 

more favourable than trying to re-interpret the meter structure. We would approach 

the score from the perspective of the subdivision patterns and base our rhythmic 

thinking on a sequence. This provided us with regularity and a steady pulse within the

changing meter. An example of this can be seen in Figure 50; we identified short rows

of repeated subdivision groupings. By ignoring the meter and concentrating on the 

subdivisions, a pattern of 2+2+2, 3+3+3, 2+2, 3+3 became a structure to which we 

could sustain our rhythmic stability. In rehearsal, I commented “I ignore the bar-lines 

and concentrate on the subdivisions… almost like moving the bar-line”. The original 

subdivisions provided by Boulez were not altered—nor was any re-notation deemed 

necessary.
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Figure 50. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 155–160, Re-organisation of 
Subdivision approach: identification of sequences irrespective of metric structure.
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En èclaboussures: Combined Strategies

Applying multiple strategies proved effective when addressing the short En 

èclaboussures passage from mm. 185–190. We approached this passage in three 

stages, combining both pre-established and new strategies to aid the learning process 

(see Figure 51):

1) Polyrhythms and syncopation were omitted. We did not play any triplets or any tied

notes, leaving a basic structure of eighth and sixteenth-notes.

2) Polyrhythms were audibly subdivided by articulation; syncopation omitted.

3) Polyrhythms were played as written; syncopation omitted. Whenever a tied note 

connected to a polyrhythm, we would re-articulate the note to emphasise the eighth-

note subdivision. Re-articulation was subtle and played legatissimo, bringing us closer

to the original notation.

This approach had a deep impact on our comprehension of the passage, and on our 

confidence levels when playing.
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Figure 51. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 185–190, En èclaboussures rehearsal 
method: 1) Polyrhythms excluded, no syncopation. 2) Polyrhythm subdivisions 
articulated, no syncopation. 3) Polyrhythm as notated, no syncopation. 4) Syncopation
and polyrhythms as notated.
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Emphasising Rational Rhythms

We found by adjusting the ensemble balance to emphasise the rational rhythmic 

framework, this was beneficial in overcoming any polyrhythmic disturbance. In doing

so, we played more securely and our entries were perfectly together. It was observed 

that we gained added flexibility.

Shared Rhythm

In passages where we alternate rhythmic placement, we found it useful to 

acknowledge the rhythmic structure which occurs across the ensemble. It was 

beneficial to feel the shared rhythm, highlighted in our scores by notating the resultant

ensemble rhythm above (see Figure 52). In essence, this was a small-scale application

of Van den Toorn’s large-scale grouping technique, encouraging internal subdivision, 

as well providing a strong visual structure in response.25

Figure 52. Pierre Boulez Sonatine (1954) mm. 166–167, shared rhythmic structure.

25 Further examples of shared rhythm:

1) In m. 73, the last three sixteenth-notes of the bar involve two sixteenth-notes articulated by the 

flute, and the last sixteenth-note articulated by the piano.

2) In m. 76, the piano plays the first quarter-note A-natural on the downbeat and the flute plays the 

following two notes (sixteenth-note, eighth-note). Imagining the shared rhythm across the 

ensemble helped Carlos to enter confidently in m. 77,  with a good proportional relationship to 

my E-flat–A-flat gesture. We relied on my eighth-note as an imaginary upbeat for the piano entry 

in the following measure.
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Comma

The use of a small comma or Luftpause26 was useful to reset the cohesion and to clear 

the texture. We acknowledged the acoustics of both concert venues would be quite 

resonant. Thus, a small comma would not feel out of place, and the resonant sound of 

the ensemble would continue through the comma, avoiding a break in the sound. We 

employed this strategy between mm. 182–183 and 191–192. When playing through, it

was observed that these small commas kept the cohesion of this passage intact. Thus, 

we were able to play through the passage with successful rhythmic coordination.

4.4 Summary

I found my original plan to solve problems on an individual basis systematically was 

unrealistic. The only planning in our rehearsals involved addressing a designated 

section of the score. It was impossible to go through a normal rehearsal, frequently 

consulting the strategy list. In reality, it was necessary that we conducted the rehearsal

in an ordinary manner, not in a laboratory fashion. Furthermore, it made no sense to 

dive in with a strategy without first surveying which aspects of the score we could 

already manage successfully. If a problem arose, only then would we look to pre-

determined strategies for assistance. Prior to this investigation, this would be the point

where I would be left to problem solve intuitively, without knowing quite how to 

overcome a challenging situation.

When rehearsing a passage, we would start on a larger scale, aiming to play through 

from beginning to end. This would give us immediate feedback on the quality of our 

cohesion and the state of our progress. If a problem persisted, we would refine our 

concentration down to one or two problematic bars, and then gradually broaden the 

focus again to contextualise the improved measures.

We were still finding cohesion challenges when playing through the work, towards the

end of the rehearsal process. At times, we were unable to determine if we were 

26 “breath mark”.
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playing together or not. However, based on a subtle feeling, we were usually able to 

trust our instincts in this regard. Despite the complex, atonal musical language, we 

were able to understand intuitively if we were not in alignment.

Throughout the course of rehearsals, we learned how to refine our process, focusing 

on the challenges and swiftly responding with strategic problem-solving. The fastest 

way to find cohesion was to immediately overview the material, designating 

landmarks in the form of Communication-points. Every bar had a secure plan. We had

clear points to listen out for, giving us confidence to play with security. This allowed 

us to moderate the cohesion in real time when playing through. We found ways to re-

establish ensemble cohesion at distinct points along the way, regardless of what 

accidents might have happened in a play-through. We were able to quickly integrate 

an intimidating, unknown passage to the point that it was cohesive and familiar, 

thanks to the various strategies we applied throughout the learning process.
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Chapter 5. Performance Reflection

5.1 Performance quality

Performance No. 1 – Geneva, Switzerland

Leading up to the first concert we had timed our progress well, arriving at an optimum

place where the performance felt exciting and fresh, not over-rehearsed. This was a 

significant learning experience for me. It was paramount to trust that nerves and 

feelings of insecurity would disappear as the learning process guided us towards the 

culmination of our preparations.

We took risks in this performance, letting go of any concerns about playing perfectly. 

It was clear we really 'went for it’, giving one-hundred percent energy and 

commitment. We tried to emulate all characters within the piece, pushing our 

expressive limits to the maximum. We were able to let go of our cohesion concerns 

and prioritised the musical expression, delivering ideas with strength and conviction. 

We pushed the tempo frequently—too much, perhaps. I felt the piece sat a little 

beyond our control in this performance. Our nerves took us beyond the maximum of 

our capabilities. The Sonatine pushed and controlled us to a degree, as opposed to us 

holding good command over the musical material. However listening back to the 

concert recording, a highly enjoyable aspect of the performance was the tension 

between control and output of expression. In my opinion, this is what made this 

performance so exciting.

Despite one too many inaccuracies, I found those errors were easily forgivable thanks 

to the energy and intensity we gave out. Ophelé expresses a similar priority when 

performing the Sonatine: 
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To find together the same musical energy […] thanks to this priority, we will be 
together rhythmically. It is, I really believe, in finding this common musical energy, 
which can only pass through a terrible […] rhythmic precision, with an overall 
cohesion27 (Ophèle, interview August 17, 2016).

I observed that we were able to ascertain a synergy of expressive gestures and deliver 

a performance full of vivacious musical expression. I was impressed to listen back to 

the tempi we chose; overall, they were lively and spirited. I think it was rather brave 

on our behalf, as we pushed the tempi to achieve a Tempo Rapide and Tempo 

Scherzando that was fluent and exciting. The final Très Rapide really pressed forward,

precisely where Boulez demands it. I could appreciate a strong basis of fundamental 

preparation was evident, reflected in our performance of the rhythmic proportions 

which were well respected. 

I believe we found a good middle ground, achieving a performance style which erred 

between total precision and energetic chaos. Perhaps this performance leaned a little 

too far towards the erratic side. Nonetheless, this was only one version of our 

ensemble’s performance of the Sonatine. There was still time for us to contemplate 

the positive and negative qualities of our first performance, in preparation for the 

second.

Performance No. 2 – Tallinn, Estonia

In the second performance, we played a much more sensitive rendition of the 

Sonatine. We took care to colour the expression, adopting a more detailed approach in

terms of nuance and gesture. We were able to develop our interpretation since the first

performance and access more of our expressive potential. Our balance and dynamic 

control were more sensitive and extreme, ranging from completely extrovert to subtly 

introvert. In turn, this brought a sensibility and intelligence to the interpretation, 

completely different to the first concert. 

When reflecting on this performance, Carlos commented that he could sense a 

reaffirmation and consolidation of all our ideas. He noted we had the chance to let the 

27 “De trouver ensemble la même énergie musicale […] grâce à cette priorité, on sera ensemble 

rythmiquement. C'est, je crois, vraiment de trouver cette énergie musicale commune, qui ne peut passer

que par une précision rythmique terrible, avec une cohésion d'ensemble” (Ophèle, interview August 

17, 2016).
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work simmer for some weeks, which helped us to build confidence. The experience of

having performed the Sonatine one week earlier afforded us the opportunity to learn 

the true demands of the piece. By this stage, we were able to identify the degree of 

spontaneity available and had gained a better understanding of the Sonatine’s narrative

as a whole. It was clear this experience influenced our confidence levels and 

ultimately, our interpretation. We were certainly more aware of this aspect and 

therefore, in this version we presented the score on a much broader scale in mind. 

Carlos added that in a piece which sets so many limits for the performers like the 

Sonatine, it was hard to feel freedom, however he felt we were able to enjoy the 

second performance more than the first. The second performance was also more 

controlled and we were noticeably less stressed. I do not wish to suggest that we 

lacked intensity, but this performance was much less chaotic than the first concert in 

Geneva. By playing it in a controlled manner, the rhythmic gestures were more 

precise. This aligns with Vichard's conclusion, who suggests that precision and 

musicality in this work are interconnected:

Without [ensemble cohesion] it's a complete disaster. Play it slower if you need it. In 
choreography when two or more dancers are making the same gesture, it is very 
fascinating, but they have to do it at exactly the same time. If you see a little gap in 
the gesture, it destroys it. Through the cohesion of the ensemble and the rhythmic 
accuracy, this creates the tension in the music […] that's why it's important, because 
without it, you lose the character (Vichard, interview August 17, 2016).

More dynamic nuance and colouration was permitted, replacing our tendency to 

compensate through over-playing and manufacturing superficial energy on the stage. 

Instead, there was a cool intensity about our performance, which came as a result of 

our ability to control it. I felt this aligns with the priorities expressed by Boulez on 

interpretation—we added less of our personal flavour. Rather than saturating the 

performance with our emotion and whimsy, we allowed an intensity to emerge by 

simply playing and being sensitive to details in the notated score—our playing 

gestures rested on Boulez's musical frame. 

We were able to step back and allow the piece to unfold in performance, as if, in a 

way, it played itself—rather than forcing it upon the listener. Consequently, a more 

concise cohesion resulted from less stress. Rhythmic stability was noticeably more 
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controlled and our sound qualities were more concentrated. In that sense I think we 

achieved something new. Additionally, the execution was less exhausting and less 

demanding. In turn, this afforded us further resources to manipulate colour and evoke 

new sonorities.

There were some small cohesion mishaps—the same difficult ‘corners’ of the work 

occasionally tripped us up at any short moment of concentration lapse. There were 

also some small cohesion problems in transitional material, which we had not 

considered as particularly challenging in the scheme of the whole work. This was a 

result of those small passages being overshadowed by the more demanding central 

material and thus, was left slightly under-rehearsed.

In this second performance we changed our approach to the tempi, acknowledging 

that based on the first performance we were more stressed and rushed the fast 

movements. Therefore, we had made a conscious effort to counteract those impulses 

in this concert. Controlling the tempo in performance is critical according to Robison, 

who in reflecting on her performances of the Sonatine, remarked "when the piece 

rushes you lose a lot of the small details" and that "by bringing out rhythmic 

complexities, we could make some more of that clear" (Robison, interview 2016, 

accessed on February 1, 2018).

We were very aware that the acoustics in the Mustpeade Maja's White Hall were 

particularly resonant, thus we had planned to play the tempi a little under so that it 

would allow the details of the piece to be projected with clarity for the audience. The 

acoustic consequently affected our interpretation to some degree. This culminated in 

what I believe was ultimately a polished performance, arriving at an ideal 

compromise between technical precision and musical expression.

5.2 Strategies in a performance context

In the weeks leading up to the initial performance date, we reached a point during our 

rehearsals where we had to accept not being able to give a perfect reading of the 

score. We understood that it was essential to become comfortable with small errors 
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along the way. Perhaps a longer preparation period would have allowed for the piece 

to evolve beyond the second performance, ultimately affording us more control and 

full command of the score. Nonetheless, we were able to acknowledge that perfection 

was not our ultimate goal and was no longer our main priority.

In a performance context, we knew we would not have the same luxury as we did in 

rehearsal, going back to correct poor cohesion. It was critical that we curb the habit of

stopping to address mistakes. We acknowledged that when we were lost, our tendency

was to get nervous, rush the tempo or play louder to compensate for our insecurities. 

Instead, we agreed to monitor these instinctive reactions and instead, consciously 

keep the dynamic down and stay calm. We determined that during the performance, 

we should remain open to contact across the ensemble, emphasising the designated 

‘play-out’ cues and communication-points. 

My initial search to eradicate the uncomfortable, risky performance aspects and to 

control our execution completely was misguided. Boulez wanted to push our limits, to

extract the intangible and evoke a psyche impossible to notate. Therefore, I came to 

understand that it was essential to embrace the intensity of this demanding work, and 

the consequent impact performing it had on our temperament when performing it.

In terms of cohesion, the Introduction and Rapide was precise and ultimately together.

I understood that the two key strategies which aided cohesion in the performance 

were ‘Play-out’ Cues, where we navigated one-another’s parts simultaneously whilst 

playing; Communication-points were well adhered to in both performances to our 

benefit. The Secure Points of Contact After Ambiguous Rhythm strategy allowed us 

brief moments of relief. If there was evidence one player had arrived ahead the other, 

we were able to regain cohesion effectively. This was thanks to a short comma or a 

designated 'land-mark' passage that we agreed we would jump to. These were well 

planned in case of emergency and certainly helped us stay on-track, so that we could 

regulate the ensemble cohesion at all times. 

Re-notation of the en èclaboussures material was significantly helpful; it served us 

well and made this passage possible for us to play. Playing from the original would 

have been incredibly difficult in a performance context. In this first performance, the 
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en èclaboussures material was not as precise or aligned as we were aiming for, 

however the established Communication-points allowed us a degree of flexibility to 

ensure we remained aligned. The re-notation provided stability, which in turn 

enhanced the character—we were able to maintain a floating, suspended atmosphere 

throughout.

Our tradition as classical performers is to respect that the text of a composer is sacred 

and is not to be altered. From my point of view, the performance of a work is ideally 

more important than the text itself. As a rehearsal strategy, the application and 

effectiveness of re-notations was highly personal and not always mutually agreed 

upon across the ensemble. In this sense, our priority shifted to recognising how each 

player personally re-imagined the score. Thus, the way I re-imagined a particular 

passage by altering subdivision patterns or the metric structure might not have worked

for Carlos. On many occasions, it was clear that our understanding of the intricate 

rhythmic structures, subdivisions and impulses differed. This became evident when 

comparing personal markings in our performance scores. I believe that two rhythmic-

based interpretations of the score can co-exist and function harmoniously in a 

performance context, as long as the outcome is unified.

Further evidence of the value of these strategies became apparent when preparing my 

third Doctoral recital, which included the Sonatine. We applied numerous rehearsal 

strategies in preparation of Theo Loevondie's Music for Flute and Piano (1979), Igor 

Stravinsky's Duo Concertant (1932) and Olivier Messiaen's Le Merle Noir (1952)—

all pieces contained similar issues to the Sonatine on a smaller scale. The results 

demonstrated rehearsal strategy impact when applied to repertoire outside the case 

study work. The positive, impactful results were beneficial to our preparation and 

aided cohesion in a performance environment. The confidence and flexibility we 

gained accordingly liberated our artistic expression in those works—a testament to the

value of the rehearsal strategies.
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Conclusion

By limiting the research to a single case study, targeting the rehearsal and 

performance process of an individual work, the research focus—albeit narrow in 

nature—was designed to yield specific and meaningful results. It is impossible to 

attribute the success and quality of our performances of the Sonatine for Flute and 

Piano by Pierre Boulez to individual key strategies. To a certain extent, most if not all

strategies implemented aided our preparation. Undertaken in a critical and focused 

style, our rehearsal process resulted in a more comprehensive and satisfying 

performance outcome. It was confirmed that each strategy had its own impact, and 

that strategy implementation influenced the quality of the performances with positive 

results.

Combining strategies was the most effective rehearsal method, allowing us to 

approach the material from various angles within one session. This shift between large

and small-scale focus allowed us to undertake intricate, detailed work which could be 

immediately incorporated into the greater phrase within the same rehearsal.  In a 

performance context, strategies that played an integral role in maintaining ensemble 

cohesion were ‘Play-out’ Cues, Communication-points, Secure Points of Contact 

After Ambiguous Rhythm and Re-notation of the En èclaboussures. I observed our 

ability to maintain ensemble cohesion, and the quality of our performances of the 

Sonatine were attributed to the breadth of strategies employed during the rehearsal 

period, interlaced with key strategies engaged during the performances.

It was confirmed that challenges arose in all stages; the first reading, throughout the 

rehearsal process and on the concert hall stage. It was revealed the majority of my 

speculations were accurate, with only a small number of unexpected obstacles arising 

pertaining to specific scenarios encountered in the Sonatine. The majority of the seven

predicted challenging scenarios were valid concerns, two of which were invalid. 

Whilst the majority of cohesion obstacles were overcome in this case study, not all 

were able to be resolved entirely. The strategies could not eradicate all obstacles and 

challenges; rather, they helped to minimise them.

Directly addressing the most challenging scenarios in an in-depth manner throughout 
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the rehearsal process allowed us to largely overcome the demands a complex avant-

garde score placed on us as performers. This method made for more efficient 

rehearsals and ultimately a satisfying performance experience, irrespective of minor 

imperfections. 

In summary, the collection of pre-defined rehearsal strategies were effectively utilised

during the rehearsal process with the following outcomes:

 • simplify complex musical material towards better comprehension and learning

outcomes

 • deepen understanding of abstract, atonal musical text

 • provide clear methods for learning sophisticated rhythmic material

 • examine rhythmic nuance in detail

 • interpret polyrhythms with mathematical precision 

 • help overcome challenging rhythmic material without the aid of a conductor

 • integrate short passages in to a larger context

 • shorten preparation time

 • promote ensemble communication

 • facilitate small scale performer analyses

 • enrich performer understanding of the score

 • encourage performers to re-examine structural aspects of the score

 • reinforce ensemble cohesion in a performance environment

 • support an alternative observation of musical material beyond conventional 

aspects

 • cultivate musically appropriate re-notation as a positive, constructive tool

By preparing strategies in advance, those precise moments in rehearsal where our 

solutions were normally improvised, amateurish and inadequate, were able to be 

overcome without hesitation. With a library of strategies available, appropriate timing 

to employ them became paramount. With this in mind, it was essential to adopt a 

goal-oriented approach when targeting the material. It became clear that the 

meticulous, fundamental ground work—the necessary evil—had to be done. In this 

sense there were no real short cuts, or as Robison confirms: "there was no faking 
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allowed" (interview 2016, accessed on February 1, 2018). Moreover, the appropriate 

volume of rehearsal time will correlate with the challenges within scenarios pertaining

to the score.

The Sonatine undeniably required additional rehearsal time for us to integrate and 

adequately prepare for performances. Furthermore, the necessity for strategy 

implementation is reinforced with less preparation time versus highly demanding 

repertoire.

In order to measure what classified a successful performance of the Sonatine, it was 

acknowledged that a strictly scientific approach would prove counterproductive. 

Instead, a reflective approach was the most appropriate evaluation style, based on 

reports from rehearsal and performance videos. Our ensemble's post-performance 

reflection provided a qualitative account of the two performances, in which our ideals 

were compared with the reality of the performance environment.

At the start of this process, I was curious and somewhat alarmed by my apparent lack 

of knowledge and understanding of how to approach the Sonatine score. After 

exploring this dynamic procedure, I feel more capable, armed with the confidence 

take on repertoire with similar difficulties presented in the Sonatine. I was able to 

forge a new path for myself as an interpreter, in terms of bridging the preparatory 

process with a quality performance outcome.

The Sonatine as a case-study piece was particularly rich with challenging scenarios 

warranting investigation. Comparatively, the challenging scenarios that occur in the 

Sonatine may only arise on occasion within standard repertoire pieces—the Sonatine 

is an extreme case. By overcoming these extremities and going beyond the point of 

necessity throughout this investigation, I feel I am well prepared for the bulk of my 

repertoire. Furthermore, the scenarios found in the Sonatine are not all particularly 

unique to this work. A pinnacle of the avant-garde style, many qualities of the 

Sonatine's language permeate into repertoire outside this genre. Thus, I anticipate 

identical scenarios will undoubtedly arise in other scores; these strategies and their 

implementation are relevant and applicable to repertoire beyond the case-study.
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Limitations and potential future research

It is difficult to determine how the quality of our preparation would differ if rehearsal 

strategies were not implemented in the preparatory process. Therefore, a direct and 

conclusive comparison cannot be drawn. Through qualitative reporting, strategy 

impact could only be verified based on results observed through documentation of our

rehearsal and performance process. Future investigations could potentially incorporate

two ensembles rehearsing the same chamber music work. An appropriate research 

model could involve informing one ensemble on pre-defined rehearsal strategies, 

whilst the second ensemble rehearses based purely on intuitive problem solving. 

Monitoring the progress of both groups, comparing rehearsal productivity and 

performance quality may help to verify the impact of strategies in a comparative 

study.

The results of the case-study investigation were limited within specific circumstances;

a set time frame for rehearsals and two performances of the Sonatine. On this 

occasion there was no opportunity to accommodate our preparations to develop and 

integrate over a longer period of time. There may be value in observing the potential 

long-term benefits of strategy implementation through additional performances of the 

case-study piece. I foresee the methodology implemented in this case-study as 

potentially applicable to my future artistic work on a smaller scale. The structure of 

which can be applied as follows: 

1) Speculation based on score analysis

2) Strategy theorisation and preparation through design

3) Application and integration of strategies in rehearsal

4) Observation of results in a performance context

I encourage other small ensembles to implement this process where possible to 

deepen their understanding of musical structures, and to observe how the quality of 

ensemble cohesion  can ultimately impact the performance outcome.
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Doctoral Concerts

Artistic Supervisor: Taavi Kerikmäe

Doctoral Concert No. 1

Tuesday June 12 2015
17:00 Tallinn Art Hall

Tallinn, Estonia
Jonathan Henderson (flute)

Programme:

Johann Sebastian Bach, 1685-1750

Partita for flute solo in A minor, BWV 1013

Heinz Holliger, b.1939

(T)air(e) for Solo Flute

Georg Philipp Telemann, 1681-1767

Twelve Fantasias for transverse flute without bass: No.2. in A minor

Toru Takemitsu, 1930-1996

Air for Solo Flute

Jacques-Martin Hotteterre, 1674-1763

„L'art de préluder” Op.7 for solo flute (1719) 
Prelude in A minor, Prelude in A major

Brian Ferneyhough, b.1943

Cassandra's Dream Song for flute
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Doctoral Concert No. 2 

Tuesday November 15 2016
19:00 Estonian Concert Hall

Tallinn, Estonia

Jonathan Henderson (flute)
Nicola Bell (oboe)

Soo-Young Lee (clarinet)
Pan Ye (French horn)
Tea Tuhkur (bassoon)
Anneli Tohver (piano)

Programme:

Ludwig Thuille, 1861-1907

Sextet in B-flat major op.6

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 1756-1791

Adagio and Allegro in F minor for wind quintet KV594
Arranged by Karl Hermann Pillney

Brett Dean, b.1961

Polysomnography

Francis Poulenc, 1899-1963

Sextet for wind quintet & piano FP 100
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Doctoral Concert No. 3

Saturday June 17 2017

18:00 House of the Blackheads, White Hall

Tallinn, Estonia

Jonathan Henderson (flute)

Carlos Sanchis Aguirre (piano)

Programme:

Theo Loevendie b.1930

Music for Flute and Piano

Igor Stravinsky 1882–1971

Duo Concertant, for flute and piano

Arranged by Jonathan Henderson

Olivier Messiaen 1908–1992

Le Merle Noir

Pierre Boulez 1925–2016

Sonatine
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Doctoral Concert No. 4

Sunday May 27 2018
14:00 Keila Music School, Concert Hall

Keila, Estonia

Jonathan Henderson (flute)
Soo-Young Lee (clarinet)

Carlos Sanchis Aguirre (piano)

Programme:

Takashi Yoshimatsu, b.1953

Digital Bird Suite

John Adams, b.1947

Road Movies, for flute, clarinet and piano
Arranged by Jonathan Henderson

Erkki-Sven Tüür, b.1959

Conversio, for flute and piano
Arranged by Jonathan Henderson

Guillaume Connesson, b.1970

Techno Parade
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Töö lühikokkuvõte

Strateegiad ühtse ansambli saavutamiseks Pierre Boulezi sonatiinis 

flöödile ja klaverile 

Sissejuhatus

Uurimissituatsioon ja -probleem

Väikesekoosseisuline kammeransambel seisab avangardsetes heliteostes silmitsi 

mitmete takistustega, mis tulenevad keerukast rütmikast ja meetrumist. Nende 

probleemide lahendamiseks on vaja palju rohkem täiendavat prooviaega. Niisiis juba 

ainuüksi rütmi osas võivad avangardsed heliteosed nõuda teatud mõttes 

manipuleerimist keeruliste lõikudega, nende kohandamist mängitavaks, et ületada 

raskused ja säilitada ühtne ansambel. Polürütmia kasutamine, atonaalsus ja helilooja 

äärmiselt detailsed dünaamika- ja tempomärgistused – need on tohutud nõudmised, 

mida avangardne muusika võib interpreedile esitada.

Väljaspool uue muusika spetsialistide ringi tuleb esitajatel nende küsimustega sageli 

intuitiivselt toime tulla, tuginedes ligikaudsetele, enda poolt välja töötatud 

harjutamisstrateegiatele. Ajastul, kus ajavarude puudumine mõjutab meie töövõimet ja

-harjumusi, raisatakse väärtuslikku prooviaega „mutrite ja poltide sorteerimisele“. 

Pigem võiks ettevalmistusaega kulutada tõlgendamisele ja väljenduslikkusele, pannes 

vähem rõhku praktiliste lahenduste otsimisele. See omakorda annaks rohkem aega ja 

vabadust edastada veenvamalt oma kunstilisi valikuid ja helilooja muusikalisi 

kavatsusi. Tuvastades esmalt kõige keerulisemad, vastuolulisemad kohad ja seejärel 

nendega otseselt tegeldes muutuksid proovid tõhusamaks ning annaksid tulemusena 

rahuldust pakkuva esitamiskogemuse.

Eesmärgid

Minu uurimistöö eesmärgiks on lahendada järgmine uurimuslik võtmeküsimus: 

millised on kõige efektiivsemad harjutamisstrateegiad, tagamaks Pierre Boulezi 

sonatiini flöödile ja klaverile edukas esitus.

Tehes proove Boulezi sonatiiniga, töötasin välja esituslikud strateegiad ja uurisin, 

milline on nende mõju ettekandele. Katsetades alternatiivset lähenemist, püüdsin 

uurimuses illustreerida ja mõõta, millises ulatuses need ettevalmistavad meetmed 
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aitavad tagada kindlat esitust, pöörates erilist tähelepanu ansambli ühtsusele. 

Mõningad täiendavad küsimused, mida kavatsesin oma  uurimistöös käsitleda, olid 

järgmised: 

 • Millises ulatuses saab ansamblimängu takistavaid elemente edukalt 

tuvastada ja ületada?

 • Kas keeruliste lõikude omandamine prooviperioodi varases etapis 

tõstab proovide tulemuslikkust?

 • Mil viisil saab eelnevalt väljatöötatud proovistrateegiaid 

harjutusprotsessi käigus tõhusalt kasutada?

 • Kas harjutusstrateegiatel on mõju esituse edukusele ja kvaliteedile?

 • Kas ettevalmistuse ajaline raam mõjutab vajadust harjutusstrateegiate 

järele?

 • Millisel määral on minu ansamblil võimalik mängida sonatiini 

korrektselt?

 • Millisel viisil saab mõõta sonatiini esituse edukust?

Uurimismeetodid

Ansambel

Ansamblisse kuuluvad Carlos Sanchis Aguirre (klaver) ja uurimistöö autor, Jonathan 

James Beresford Henderson (flööt). Mõiste „ühtne ansambel“ viitab suhtlusele, 

sünteesile ja kontaktile flöödi ja klaveri duos. Uurimistööd viin läbi mina, Jonathan 

Henderson ja arutlus on minu isiklikust vaatenurgast.

Ülesehitus ja teostamine

Uurimus oli jagatud viide etappi:.

1. etapp: Esineja partii analüüs

2. etapp: Ettepanekud harjutusstrateegiateteks 

3. etapp: Proovide dokumentatsioon ja esituse täiustamise strateegiad

4. etapp: Pierre Boulezi sonatiini ettekanded

5. etapp: Proovide ja ettekannete aruanne

Ajakava:

Võimalike probleemsete stsenaariumite üle spekuleerimise protsess haaras 13-kuulist 
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perioodi alates  2014. a. septembrist kuni 2015 a. oktoobrini. Harjutusstrateegiate 

kujundamine ja täiustamine toimus 15-kuulise perioodi jooksul alates 2015. a. 

novembrist kuni prooviperioodi alguseni 2017. a. veebruaris. Proovi- ja 

ettekandeprotsess toimus ligikaudu nelja kuu jooksul. Ühe proovi kestus varieerus 20 

minutist kuni 140 minutini. Toimusid ka taastusproovid, mis viidi läbi ettekannete 

vahel, et hoida alal esituse kvaliteet ja teadlikkus, ning nende käigus harjutati kogu 

kontserdi repertuaari, mitte ainult sonatiini. Sonatiini mõlema ettekande näol, mis 

kestis umbes kolmteist minutit, oli tegemist ühe teosega 50-minutilisest kontserdist.

Peatükk 1 

Pierre Boulezi sonatiin flöödile ja klaverile

Pierre Boulezi sonatiin flöödile ja klaverile on kurikuulus nii flötistide kui pianistide 

seas oma äärmise keerukuse tõttu, mis paneb mõlema interpreedi tehnilise võimekuse 

proovile viimase piirini tõelises boulezilikus stiilis. Muusikalise materjali keerukuse 

ja esitajate ees seisvate võimalike väljakutsete arvukuse alusel pidasin sonatiini 

sobivaks teoseks, millega prognoosida, arendada, katsetada ja kinnitada 

harjutamisstrateegiaid, et parandada ansambli ühtsust. Minu esimene kokkupuude 

teosega oli, kui jälgisin üht kammermuusika tundi, ning seejärel tutvusin partituuriga 

ja kuulasin salvestisi. Arvukad esitajad on kinnitanud Pierre Boulezi muusika 

keerukust interpreedi seisukohast. See tõstatab olulise küsimuse – teades, kui 

vaevaline on see väljakutse, milleks siis püüda „ronida Džomolungma“ tippu? Miks 

minna nii äärmuslikult kaugele nagu on antud juhul vaja, et mängida muusikat, mis on

sedavõrd akadeemiliselt konstrueeritud ja  metoodiliselt kujundatud ning mis esitab 

instrumentalistile äärmuslikke nõudmisi? 

Just nimelt need väljakutsed võivad end ära tasuda edukale esitajale, kes suudab 

hakkama saada Pierre Boulezi keerulise, erakordse muusikaga. Tema muusikas on 

midagi raskesti hoomatavat, mida esitajad ja kriitikud on sama palju ülistanud kui 

sarjanud.

Kus asuvad Boulezi muusikas isikliku interpretatsioonivabaduse piirid? Minu jaoks 

oli määrava tähtsusega tutvuda Boulezi dokumenteeritud arvamustega antud 

küsimuses, eriti sedavõrd detailse täpsusega kirjapandud muusika puhul. Helilooja 

tunnistas, et teatud vabadus on tema muusikas olemas. Boulezi sõnul jätavad isegi 
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tema detailselt noteeritud partituurid teatava vabaduse, nii kaua kui esituse 

paindlikkus põhineb helilooja antud raamistikul. Milliste piirangutega puutub 

interpreedi kokku, esitades Boulezi partituuri, kus puudub regulaarsus, mis aitaks 

alusraamistikku koos hoida?

Peatükk 2

Problemaatilised stsenaariumid

Analüüsisin teost esitaja seisukohalt esmase eesmärgiga tuvastada partituuris leiduvad

muusikalise materjal tüübid ning tuua esile ka võimalikud ebaregulaarsused, millega 

ansambel võib kokku puutuda. Dokumenteerisin seega oma reaktsiooni partituuri ning

selles sisalduvate võimalike ansambliliste raskuste suhtes veel enne, kui olin teost ise 

mänginud või teinud proove klaveriga. Selline lähenemine võimaldas probleemide 

intuitiivse lahendamise teadlikku uurimist. Selles protsessis püüdsin määratleda 

erinevust kahe probleemi vahel: esiteks probleem, mille allikas on käegakatsutav nagu

partituuri noodimaterjal,  ning teiseks, midagi raskesti hoomatavat, mida esitaja 

kogeb. Kokku sain tuvastada kaheksa stsenaariumit: vahelduv taktimõõt; 

ebaregulaarsed alajaotused; polürütmia; eksitav pulsitunnetus; üleminekud tempode 

vahel; klaveri glissandod; en éclaboussures („rütmiline kaanon“).

Selgus, et enamus võimalikke ansamblilisi probleeme on seotud muusikalise materjali

keerukusega. Nimetatud keerukus tuleneb nii rütmikast kui ka meetrumist. 

Meetrumiga seotud väljakutsed on eeldatavalt põhjustatud meetrumi sagedasest 

muutumisest, meetrumi ülesehitusest ja sellest tulenevatest alajaotustest, mis 

arvatavalt mõjutavad keskendumist. Rütmiga seotud väljakutsed on eeldatavalt 

põhjustatud polürütmiast ja sünkoopidest, mis nõrgendavad tugevaid lööke ja 

rõhutavad vastulööke. Rütmi ja meetrumiga seotud väljakutseid võis pidada 

võimalikeks takistusteks ansambli rütmitunnetusele, samuti raskendasid nad 

ansamblilist suhtlust, kontakti ja sünkroonsust. Vahel tundusid võimalikud väljakutsed

pärinevat ühest kesksest probleemist, samas kui teised (nagu en éclaboussures) võisid 

tuleneda mitme stsenaariumi kombinatsioonist.
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Peatükk 3

Harjutusstrateegiad

Vastavalt problemaatilistele stsenaariumitele uurisin enne ansambliproove 

olemasolevat kirjandust võimalike lahenduste leidmiseks, samuti analüüsisin 

dokumentatsiooni meetoditest, mida olen varem ise kasutanud rütmiliselt keerukate 

partituuride ettevalmistamisel. Kavandasin proovistrateegiad oma intuitiivsete 

otsustuste ja interpretatsioonialasest kirjandusest pärit harjutustaktikate 

kombinatsioonina. Viisin läbi intervjuud Ensemble Intercontemporaine’i kahe 

liikmega – flötist Emmanuelle Ophèle‘i ja pianist Sébastien Vichard‘iga –,  et uurida 

neid strateegiaid, mis on iseäranis seotud käesoleva teose uurimustööga. Ühtekokku 

pakkusin välja üheksateist erinevat proovistrateegiat: saateta materjali väljajätmine; 

isikliku esituspartituuri kujundamine (kopeerimine, kleepimine jms.); 

fraseerimisküsimused proovitsükli varases etappis; ansambli rollihierarhia;  teose 

harjutamine aeglasemas tempos; Sullimani „kiire harjutamise praktika“ (s.t harjutada 

mitte ainult aeglaselt, vaid ka lõpuks soovitud tempos); partii isoleerimine, s.t tiheda 

polüfoonilise faktuuri taandamine kahele iseseisvale liinile; nn kohtumispunktide 

kindlaksmääramine; „välja mängitud“ märguanded (lühikeste individuaalse 

karakteriga motiivide väljamängimine konkreetse märguandena); polürütmilise 

vahekorra täpne väljaarvutamine; renotatsioon (ümbernoteerimine) ehk meetrilise 

struktuuri ümbergrupeerimine; renotatsioon vastavalt 1946. a. käsikirja puhtandile; 

alajaotuste ümberorganiseerimine; järjestikused samas meetrumis taktid; sünkoopide 

ümberorganiseerimine.

Siinjuures tekib küsimus, kas osa helilooja algupärasest visioonist läheb kaotsi, kui 

kasutada renotatsiooni materjalist arusaamise ja omandamise hõlbustamiseks? Usun, 

et fraseerimisest lähtudes on renotatsioonile kaks erinevat lähenemist: 1) kaasata 

fraseerimine materjali ümberkorraldamisse; 2) ignoreerida  fraseerimist arusaadavuse 

ja selguse huvides. Nägin renotatsioonis võimalust vabaneda koheselt aspektidest, mis

esitavad väljakutseid rütmile. Liiatigi uskusin, et lõpptulemus on väidetavalt sama või

väga sarnane. Renotatsiooni kasutamine võib aidata esitajal mõista, kuidas helilooja 

on teose konstrueerinud. See on võimalus läheneda materjalile erinevatest 

vaatenurkadest, tuues esile teose struktuuri kätketud omadusi.
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Peatükk 4

Ansambliproovide analüüs

Neljas peatükk koosneb ansambliproovide ülevaatest, mille eesmärgiks on kontrollida

minu oletusi seoses problemaatiliste stsenaariumitega ning tuvastada erinevaid 

ettenägematuid probleeme, mis tekkisid. Kõik sonatiini proovid koos pianist Carlos 

Sanchis Aguirrega salvestati videole. Periood kestis neli kuud, arvestades hetkest, mil 

saime Carlosega teose harjutamiseks esimest korda kokku, kuni peaproovini enne 

ettekannet. Koostasin aruande 18,1-tunnise proovimaterjali kohta, mis on jagatud 

kolmeteistkümne salvestatud proovi vahel. Protsessi lõpus vaatasin videomaterjali 

ning tegin tagasiulatuvas aruandes audiokommentaare meie tegevuste, oluliste 

vestluste ja proovitegevuste tulemuste  kohta. Koostasin ka kommentaaride 

temaatilise analüüsi, jaotatuna kolme järgmisesse sisupõhisesse kategooriasse:

 1) Esile kerkinud väljakutsed

 2) Rakendatud strateegiad ja nende mõju

 3) Uued strateegiad

1) Esile kerkinud väljakutsed on süstematiseeritud järgnevalt: 

a) Ennustatavad probleemid: muutuv meetrum; polürütmia; ansambli ühtsus Tempo 

scherzando osades; en èclaboussures; rõhulise löögi vale tunnetus; isikliku 

esituspartituuri kujundamine; 

b) Ettenägematud väljakutsed: paus mõlema mängija partiis; identsed rütmimotiivid; 

alajaotuste regulaarsus. 

c) Kehtetud spekulatsioonid: glissando; mängimine peale rõhulist lööki..

2) Rakendatud strateegiad ja nende mõju ilmingud on süstematiseeritud järgnevalt:  

saateta materjali väljajätmine; isikliku esituspartituuri kujundamine; 

fraseerimisküsimused proovitsükli varases etapis; ansambli rollihierarhia; teose 

harjutamine aeglasemas tempos; Sullimani „kiire harjutamise tehnika“; partii 

isoleerimine; kohtumispunktide kindlaksmääramine; suhtluspunktid; kindlad 

kontaktpunktid peale ebamäärast rütmi; „välja mängitud“ märguanded; polürütmilise 

vahekorra täpne väljaarvutamine; renotatsioon (ümbernoteerimine) ehk meetrilise 

struktuuri ümbergrupeerimine; renotatsioon vastavalt 1946. a. käsikiri-puhtandile; 

rõhuasetus kolmelistel alajaotustel; sünkoopide reorganiseerimine; en éclaboussures 

renotatsioon; kombineeritud strateegiad; teose läbimängimine. 
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3) Uued avastatud strateegiad: polürütmia väljajätmine; polürütmia 

ratsionaliseerimine; kuuldavad alajaotused; alajaotusmustrite regulaarsus; en 

èclaboussures; kombineeritud strateegiad; ratsionaalsete rütmide rõhutamine; jagatud 

rütmid; nn hingamiskoma.

Tööprotsessis jälgisin kõikide proovistrateegiate tõhusust, visandades uusi 

strateegiaid, mis kerkisid esile proovitsükli jooksul. Arutasin nende mõju meie 

ettekandele. 

Peatükk 5

Arutlus ettekande üle

Meie ansambel esitas  Boulezi sonatiini kaks korda avalikul kontserdil. Mõlemast 

tehti videosalvestised, neist esimene minu flöödi eriala eksamina Genfi 

Muusikakõrgkooli suures saalis  ja teine minu doktoriõppe kolmandal kontserdil 

Mustpeade maja Valges saalis Tallinnas. Viiendas peatükis käsitlen sonatiini kahte 

ettekannet ja analüüsin proovistrateegiate tulemuslikkust esituste seisukohalt.

Arutlen kahe kategooria üle: 1) ettekande kvaliteet; 2) strateegiad ettekande 

kontekstis.

Esimese ettekande puhul võiksin hinnata, et põhjaliku ettevalmistuse tugev alus oli 

ilmne, see peegeldus ka meie esituse kindlas rütmilises küljes. Arvan, et leidsime hea 

kompromissi, jõudes sellise esituseni, mis eksles täieliku täpsuse ja energeetilise 

kaose vahel. Võib-olla kaldus see ettekanne siiski natuke liiga palju ettearvamatuse 

poole.

Teisel ettekandel mängisime sonatiini palju tundlikumalt. Pöörasime rohkem 

tähelepanu väljenduslikkusele, tuues selgemalt esile nüansse ja muusikalisi kujundeid.

Suutsime peale esimest ettekannet oma interpretatsiooni edasi arendada  ja jõuda 

lähemale oma väljenduslike võimaluste piirile. Teine ettekanne oli ka rohkem 

kontrollitud ja me olime märgatavalt vähem pinges. Lubasime endale rohkem 

dünaamilisi nüansse ja värve, mis asendasid meie varasema kalduvuse teineteisest üle 

mängida ning tekitada laval pealiskaudne energia. Esines mõningaid apse 

ansamblimängus, sest mõnel korral kadus lühikeseks ajaks keskendumine. Teisel 

ettekandel muutsime oma lähenemist tempodele, võttes arvesse, et esimese ettekande 

põhjal olime kiiretes lõikudes rohkem pinges ja kiirustavad. Kogu protsessi 
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kulminatsioon oli minu arvates lõppkokkuvõttes viimistletud ettekanne, mis saavutas 

ideaalse kompromissi tehnilise täpsuse ja muusikalise väljenduslikkuse vahel.

Nädalatel enne esmast ettekannet jõudsime proovide käigus punkti, kus pidime 

leppima sellega, et me ei suuda kõike partituuris kirjapandut perfektselt teostada. 

Tõdesime, et täiuslikkus ei ole meie ülim eesmärk ja seetõttu ei olnud see enam ka 

meie prioriteet. Ühtse ansamblimängu poolest olid sonatiini Sissejuhatus ja Rapide-

osa täpsed ja lõpuks koos. Mõistsin, et kaks põhilist strateegiat, mis kergendasid 

ühtset ansamblimängu laval, olid "välja mängitud" märguanded, kus me 

navigeerisime teineteise partiides samaaegselt mängimisega, samuti aitas meid 

kinnipidamine suhtluspunktidest. Strateegia „kindluspunktid pärast ebamäärast rütmi“

võimaldas meile lühikesi kergendushetki. Need ja muud strateegiad olid hästi 

planeeritud kasutamiseks hädaolukorras ning aitasid meil kindlasti rööbastel püsida, 

nii et võisime kogu aeg reguleerida ansambli ühtsust. Märkimisväärselt abiks oli en 

èclaboussures materjali renotatsioon, see toetas meid ja tegi konkreetse lõigu 

mängimise meile võimalikuks. Originaalist mängimine oleks olnud ettekande 

kontekstis erakordselt keeruline.

Pole võimalik omistada meie ettekannete edu ja kvaliteeti ainult ühele või teisele 

võtmestrateegiale. Teatud määral aitas enamik kui mitte kõik rakendatud strateegiad 

kaasa meie ettevalmistusele.  Esinemisteks ettevalmistumine proovides, mis toimusid 

kriitilises ja keskendunud laadis, andis tulemuseks tervikliku ja igati rahuldava 

ettekande. Igal strateegial oli oma mõju ja tulemus.

Nende strateegiate väärtuse lisatõendus ilmnes siis, kui valmistusin oma kolmandaks 

doktorikontserdiks, kus oli kavas ka  sonatiin. Kasutasime mitmeid proovistrateegiaid,

valmistades ette veel kolm kahekümnenda sajandi teost, mille autoriteks olid 

Loevendie, Messiaen ja Stravinski — kõikides teostes olid sonatiiniga sarnased 

probleemid, kuid väiksemas ulatuses. Positiivsed, mõjurikkad tulemused olid meile 

ettevalmistamisel kasuks ning parandasid ühtset ansamblimängu kontserdi olukorras. 

Saavutatud usalduslikkus ja paindlikkus vabastasid meie kunstilise väljenduslikkuse 

nendes teostes – see andis tunnistust proovstrateegiate väärtuslikkusest.

Järeldused

Tulemused näitasid, et väljakutsetega tegelemine õnnestus paremini alles pärast seda, 
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kui oli olnud aega lasta materjalil settida ja  mitte otsida lihtsamat alternatiivi liiga 

vara. Proovistrateegiad rikastasid meie tööviisi ja võimaldasid meil tegeleda 

konkreetsete teemadega, rakendades individuaalseid strateegiaid. Kombinatsioonina 

rakendatud strateegiad tegid võimalikuks tundmatute lõikude kiire haaramise selliselt,

et need olid tervikusse seotavad ja tuttavad. Sonatiin sisaldas uuritava teosena 

rikkalikult väljakutsuvaid stsenaariume, mis õigustasid uurimist. Saades üle äärmistest

raskustest, rajas meie ansambel interpreetidena uue tee, ühendades uurimuslikult ette 

valmistatud prooviprotsessi kvaliteetse ettekande tulemusega. On tõenäoline, et 

käesolevas uurimistöös esile tõstetud strateegiad ja nende rakendamine on relevantsed

ka teiste teoste puhul ning neid võib kasutada ka edaspidises repertuaaris..

Piirangud ja edasine uurimistöö

On keeruline kindlaks teha, kuivõrd ja mil viisil meie ettevalmistuse kvaliteet erineks 

praegusest, kui ei oleks ettevalmistamisprotsessi kaasatud proovistrateegiaid. Seetõttu 

ei saa teha otsest ja otsustavat võrdlust. Tulevastes uurimustöödes võiks võib-olla  

kasutada kahte ansamblit, kes harjutavad sama kammermuusika teost. 

Selle juhtumiuuringu tulemused on piiratud konkreetsete asjaoludega: kindla ajalise 

raamiga, mis iseloomustas proove ja sonatiini kahte ettekannet.  Seetõttu ei olnud 

võimalik kasutada meie ettevalmistusi pikemaajaliste strateegiate arendamiseks ja 

integreerimiseks. Seda saaks teha, kui täiendavalt esitada meie katsealust teost, 

Boulezi sonatiini. Olen veendunud, et selles uurimustöös kasutatud metoodikat saan 

väiksemas ulatuses kasutada tulevikus oma interpreeditegevuses.
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Preliminary Ensemble Strategies

• Exclude Unaccompanied Material

• Score Layout

• Phrasing Considerations in the Early Rehearsal Stage

• Ensemble Role-Hierarchy

Aiding and Reinforcing Ensemble Cohesion

• Under-Tempo Work

• Sulliman’s 'Fast Practice Technique' 

• Voice Isolation

• Meeting-Tones

a) Isolating Meeting-Tones

b) Secure Points of Contact After Ambiguous Rhythm

• ‘Play-Out’ Cues

• Least-Common-Multiple Method

Re-notation Solutions

• Re-notation According to Large-Scale Groupings

• Re-notation Based on the 1946 Fair-Copy Manuscript

• Re-organisation of Subdivisions

a) Emphasis on Triad Subdivision

• Bars of Consecutive Meter

• Re-organisation of Syncopation

New Strategies

• Omitting a Polyrhythm

• Rationalising Polyrhythms 

• Audible Subdivision 

• Regularity of Subdivision Patterns 

• En �claboussures: Combined Strategies

• Emphasising Rational Rhythms 

• Shared Rhythm

• Comma
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57–59

59–63
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63–70

70–74

74–76

75–76

77–78

79

102
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106–107

108

108
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Appendix C. Rehearsal strategy catalogue.


